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Report Designation: Environmental Assessment (EA)
Abstract: The 60th Air Mobility Wing (AMW) proposes infrastructure improvements and asso-

ciated land acquisition at the South Gate entrance to Travis AFB, Solano County, California.
The total proposed land acquisition is 12.4 acres of land; however, the area of potential impact
due to construction-related improvements to the South Gate entrance will be less than the total
property acquired.
The primary mission of Travis AFB is to provide rapid, responsive, reliable airlift of forces and
assets in support of Department of Defense global objectives and activities. The base is located
midway between Sacramento and San Francisco in northern California, off Interstate 80. Currently, the South Gate entrance is used only for commercial traffic and inbound traffic ealy. In
addition, there are no faci1ities for inspection of vehicles without stopping other traffic.
With proposed land acquisitions and improvements, Travis AFB would be able to open the South
Gate to inbound and outbound traffic, allow for inspection of trucks and commercial vehicles,
simultaneously with privately owned vehicles (POVs), and allow for more regional access to the
base while decreasing the overall gate traffic congestion at the base. In addition, the proposed
action would upgrade the gate access point at the southern end ofTravis AFB. These upgrades
will allow compliance with ECF and additional requirements associated with Air Force Manual
91-201 "Explosives Safety Standards."
This EA describes the proposed alternative (Alternative I), the acquisition and associated improvements to the South Gate entrance, and a no-action alternative. The EA assesses potential
impacts from each alternative to land use; socioeconomics; traffic and transportation; air quality;
noise; hazardous materials and waste management; water resources; biological resources; cultural resources; and geology and soils.
The EA demonstrates that there will be some temporary, short-term impacts associated primarily
with construction-related activities under air quality, noise, hazardous materials and waste management, transportation and environmental management (i.e., pollution prevention, geology and
soils). Socioeconomics, cultural, and land use resource areas would experience no significant
impact
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There is the potential for long-term impacts to water and biological resource areas from construction-related activities. These include temporary disturbance to banks and sedimentation due to
storm water run-off and the pennancnt impact to 0.178 acre where culverts and fill will be installed to allow for the realignment of Peterson Road. The installation of these culverts and associated paved areas could indirectly impact the California tiger salamander (CTS) due to the
loss of potential habitat. However, this is not in an area deemed critical CTS habitat by the
USFWS. Mitigation measures would be taken to limit any potential impacts to water and biological resources during and post construction.
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FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

Environmental Assessment for the South Gate Improvement Project

I NTRODUCTION
The 60th Air Mobility Wing (AMW) proposes infrastructure and associated land acquisition at
the South Gate entrance to Travis Air Force Base (AFB) in Solano County, California. Travis
AFB is an Air Mobility Command (AMC) installation, whose primary mission is to provide
rapid, responsive, reliable airlift of forces and assets in support of United States Department of
Defense (DoD) global objectives and activities. Currently, the South Gate entrance to Travis
AFB is utilized for commercial vehicles, vendors, and contractors, however, the entrance does
not meet several mandatory security and safety specifications for military facilities. The proposed upgrades would involve the relocation outside the Q-D Aic in addition to increased lighting and inspection facilities to adequately maintain the proper level of security and inspection of
vehicles entering the base on a daily basis.
The Proposed Action (Alternative 1) and the No-Action Alternative (Alternative 4) were analyzed in the attached Environmental Assessment (EA) in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act.

PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION
Improvements are needed to the South Gate entrance in order to comply with the Air Force Manual 91-201 "Explosives Safety Standards" and AMC Entry Control Facility (ECF) Guidelines,
dated February 2002. The existing South Gate entrance was designed to control entry under
Force Protection Condition (FPCON), normal and alpha conditions. New requirements, established in 2001, require entry control facilities (ECFs) to operate at higher levels of security, including extended periods in FPCON Bravo.
Currently, commercial vehicles, vendors, and contractors use the South Gate entrance during the
morning hours, utilizing one inbound lane and one outbound lane that are operated daily from
0600 to 1800 hours. Improvements to the existing South Gate entrance will address off-street
parking for commercial trucks; ensure adequate lighting is available to perform vehicle inspections; and provide a turnaround for vehicles prior to gate entrance. In addition, the proposed project will help address traffic congestion at entry points at all gates at Travis AFB and provide for
future mission flexibility with respect to any future increases in personnel and traffic generation.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
The Proposed Action (Alternative 1) relocates the South Gate outside the Q-D Arc and provides
expanded inspection facilities with improved lighting and tum aroWld capabilities prior to entering Travis AFB. Alternative 1 would be constructed in two phases: 1) relocation of commercial
vehicle inspection to the South Gate entrance; and 2) construction of the privately owned vehicle
(POV) facilities at the South Gate entrance.
60th Civil Engineer Squadron
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The real property proposed for acquisition is located outside the base fence line near the southwest comer of Travis AFB (Township 5 North, Range 1 West, Sections 33 and 34). The parcel is
approximately 12.4 acres and parallels the south side of Peterson Road, which leads to the South
Gate entrance.

NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE
The No-Action Alternative would include increased control and warning systems, but would not
involve gate relocation and roadway realignment. Specific features of this alternative include a
gate and/or barrier control with a signal system at the approaches to the taxiway crossing; hoilards on the taxiway outside the "roadway clear zone" and passive delineation; a system to warn
of approaching aircraft; and a reactive detection system in addition to monitoring by security
forces and/or South Gate personnel. Even though this alternative would offer ways to reduce
manpower requirements from current levels while achieving the same or greater level or security
and still maintain minimum mission requirements, it would not address critical needs of Travis
AFB with respect to other traffic, security, and safety issues noted under purpose and need.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT ELIMINATED FROM FURTHER
CONSIDERATION
As part of the NEPA process, reasonable alternatives to the Proposed Action must be considered.

Allernative 2 -Proposes to relocate commercial access to a new ECF and roadway that connects
Air Base Parkway (near Peabody) to Hickman Avenue. This alternative would provide alternative access to the Hickam A venue corridor, which is a destination for some commercial vehicles.
The alternative would comply with portions of the purpose and need as defined; however, Alternative 2 would not allow phasing of overall improvements because gate and roadway improvements would be needed before usage could occur. In addition, other limitations of the alternative
would be the impact to traffic operations at Air Base Parkway and Peabody, and the lack of regional access, because all access points are located in the northwest corner of the base.
Alternative 3 - Proposes the relocation of commercial access to a new ECF and roadway that
connects Walters Road (near the railroad crossing) to Hickam Avenue. This alternative would
provide access to the Hickam Avenue corridor, which is a destination for some commercial vehicles. This alternative would address portions of the pwpose and need as defined; however, not
allow phasing of overall improvements because gate and roadway improvements would be
needed before usage could occur. In addition, the alternative would impact traffic operations
along Walters Road, south of Air Base Parkway, and would not provide regional access because
all access points are located in the northwest ,c orner of the base.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
The analysis performed and presented in the EA addressed the potential effects on land use, socioeconomics, traffic and transportation, air quality, noise, hazardous materials and waste management, water resources, biological resources, cultural resources, and geology and soils. The
analysis indicates that implementation of the Proposed Action (Alternative 1) would have no sig60th Civil Engineer Squadron
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nificant direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts on socioeconomics, cultural, and land use resource areas.
The EA demonstrates that there will be some temporary, short-term impacts associated primarily
with construction-related activities under air quality, noise, hazardous materials and waste management, and transportation and environmental management (i.e., pollution prevention, geology
and soils).
There is the potential for long-term impacts to water and biological resource areas from construction-related activities. These include temporary disturbance to banks of the agricultural drainage
ditch on the property and sedimentation due to storm water run-off, the permanent impact to
0.178 acre where culverts and fill would be installed to allow for the realignment of Peterson
Road and the permanent impact to approximately 5.3 acres of potential non-critical upland habitat paved for facility construction that might be used by the California tiger salamander (CTS).
The installation of these culverts and associated paved areas could indirectly impact the CTS due
to the loss of potential habitat. However, this is not in an area deemed critical CTS habitat by the
USFWS, but because Travis AFB is assuming presence of CfS, Travis AFB would formally consult with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service in accordance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act concerning potential project impacts to the CTS. If conservation measures for
the CTS are required as a result of the consultation, Travis AFB could propose construction of a
900 foot long drainage ditch of similar design to the existing drainage ditch along the southern
edge if the property. This new habitat of 0.517 acre could offset potential adverse effects to the
CTS from the project. Mitigation measures would be talc:en to limit any potential impacts to water and biological resources during and post construction.

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
After review of the EA prepared in accordance with the requirements ofNEPA, the Council on
Environmenta) Quality regulations, and the Environmental Impact Analysis Process, 32 Code of
Federal Regulations Part 989, as amended, 1 have determined that the Proposed Alternative (Alternative 1), which involves the acquisition of land and the relocation and improvements to the
South Gate entrance to Travis AFB, would have some minor, temporary impacts to resources areas mentioned previously and minor, permanent impacts to water and biological resource areas
that could be minimized through established mitigation and approved conservation measures.
Therefore, the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement is not required. This decision
has been made after taking into account all submitted requirements and is within the legal authority of the USAF.

TIMOTHY M. ZADALIS, Colonel, USAF
Vice Commander, 60th Air Mobility Wing

Date
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Executive Summary

The 60th Air Mobility Wing proposes infrastructure improvements and associated
land acquisition at the South Gate entrance to Travis Air Force Base (AFB) to address safety and security concerns, in addition to improving access and traffic flow
at the base. The real property proposed for acquisition is located outside the base
fence line near the southwest comer of Travis AFB. The parcel is approximately
12.4 acres, and located parallel to the south side of Peterson Road (fonnerly Scandia Road), which leads directly to the South Gate entrance to the base.
The primary objective of the proposed action is to upgrade the gate access point at
the southern end of Travis AFB. These upgrades will allow compliance with ECF
and additional requirements associated with Air Force Manual91-201 '''Explosives Safety Standards."
The Proposed Action (Alternative 1) relocates the South Gate entrance to Travis
AFB outside the Q-D Arc and provides expanded inspection facilities with improved lighting and turn around capabilities prior to entering Travis AFB. The
Proposed Action would be implemented in two phases:
•

Phase 1: Relocation of commercial vehicle inspection to the South Gate entrance; and

•

Phase 2: Construction of the privately owned vehicle (POV) facilities at the
South Gate entrance.

The Proposed Action includes the acquisition of an 12.4-acre parcel of property
immediately outside the existing South Gate entrance, adjacent to Travis AFB
along Peterson Road. Current and historical land use of the real property has been
rural, residential, and agriculture.
Potential impacts to the human and natural environment were evaluated relative to
the existing environment. For each resource area, anticipated direct and indirect

effects were assessed in both the short- and long-term. The implementation of the
Proposed Action at Travis AFB may result in minor, temporary impacts; however,
through planning and mitigation measures these are not anticipated to be signifi-
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cant in magnitude or duration. The Proposed Action could result in the following
consequences at Travis AFB:

a

Minor, short-term adverse impacts on air quality, noise, hazardous materials,
transportation, soils, and water resources as a result of construction;

a

Minor, long-term adverse impacts to water resources from permanent culverts
necessary for the South Gate Improvement Project;

a

Minor, indirect, long-term adverse impacts to biological resources due to the
permanent loss of potentially critical habitat for the California tiger salamander;

a

Minor, long-term adverse impacts to paving of 5.30 acres of soil.

There would be no significant impacts to socioeconomic, cultural, or land use resources areas under the Proposed Action. The analysis contained in this EA indicates that the implementation of the Proposed Action at Travis AFB may result in
minor, short-term impacts to resource areas listed previously, in addition to potential minor, long-term impacts to water and biological resources.
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Purpose and Need for Action

1.1 Introduction
The 60th Air Mobility Wing (AMW) proposes to construct the South Gate Improvement Project (project)~ which involves infrastructure improvements at the
South Gate entrance. In order to complete this project, Travis Air Force Base
(AFB) proposes to acquire an 12.4-acre parcel of real property (APN 174-190-06)
adjacent to the southwestern comer of the base and immediately south ofPeterson
Road (Township 5 North, Range 1 West, Sections 33 and 34). Figure 1-1 depicts
the regional location of the parcel, Figure 1-2 is a vicinity map, and Figure 1-3
provides an aerial of the parcel and proposed project location. Figure 2-1 depicts
the location of the parcel relative to Travis AFB.
At this time, project activities are only planned in the western, approximately a
12.4-acre area of the parcel (see Figure 1-3); however, additional activities may be
planned in other areas of the parcel in the future 1• This EA has been prepared to
analyze the affected environment and potential environmental consequences associated with the acquisition of the parcel and particularly the construction of the
project in accordance with the:
•

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, 42 United States Code
(USC) 4231 et seq. as amended in 1975;

•

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), 40 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) §§ 1500-1508; and

•

Air Force Environmental Impact Analysis Process (EIAP), 32 CFR § 989.

Travis AFB is an Air Mobility Command (AMC) installation located in Fairfield,
California. The primary mission is to provide rapid, responsive, reliable airlift of
forces and assets in support of Department of Defense (DoD) global objectives
and activities. The base is located midway between Sacramento and San Francisco in northern California, off Interstate 80 as shown in Figure 1-1. Travis AFB
occupies 6,258 acres of land and the current personnel stationed at the base in1

Travis AFB would conduct additional environmental studies and perform additional environmental impacts analysis if future activities are planned in the eastern most area of the parcel, beyond the 12.4-acre area of the Scuth Gate Improvement project, as necessary.
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elude approximately 7,260 active militaiy, 3,770 civilians, and 4,250 reservists
(Travis AFB 2005).
The South Gate entrance is currently used by commercial vehicles, vendors, and
contractors entering the base during the morning hours. An average of 326 vehicles per day enters at this gate. The South Gate roadway currently has a guard station, an inbound lane, and an outbound lane, which is currently closed. The South
Gate entrance is operated daily from 0600 to 1800 hours (Gannett Fleming 2004).
Access to privately-owned vehicles (POVs) is currently not allowed at the South
Gate.

1.2 Need for Action
The parcel proposed for acquisition is required to implement improvements
needed at the South Gate entrance in order to comply with Air Force Manual 91201 "Explosives Safety Standards" and AMC Entry Control Facility (ECF) Guidelines, dated February 2002. The South Gate entrance is currently located within a
hazardous explosive zone (Q-D Arc) and must be moved to the east in order to
relocate it outside of this zone.
The existing South Gate entrance was designed to control entry under Force Protection Condition (FPCON), normal and alpha conditions. New requirements,
established in 2001, require ECFs to operate at higher levels of security including
extended periods in FPCON Bravo. ECFs must now be configure-d so that security can be maintained under all FPCON conditions. In order to enhance facilities
at the entrance to comply with ECF Guidelines, such as installing adequate lighting to perform vehicle inspections and providing a turnaround for vehicles prior to
gate entrance, the South Gate entrance must be moved to the proposed parcel
where there is sufficient area to implement the proposed improvements.
Improvements to the existing South Gate entrance will also address off-street
storage for commercial trucks, will help reduce traffic congestion at entry points
at all gates and improve regional access, and provide for futme mission flexibility
with respect to any future increases in personnel and traffic generation. Details of
the proposed improvement measures are provided in Section 2.2.1.

1.3 Objectives for the Proposed Action
The primary objective of the proposed action is to upgrade the South Gate entrance access point at the southern end of Travis AFB. These upgrades will allow
compliance with ECF Guidelines and requirements associated with Air Force
Manual91-201 "Explosives Safety Standards."

1.4 Scope of the EA
This EA evaluates the potential environmental impacts associated with construction ofthe South Gate Improvement Project (proposed action) in the western 12.4
acres of the parcel to be acquired and the no-action alternative. The short-tenn,
1-2
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long-term, and cumulative impacts to the hwnan and natural environment are analyzed and presented.
Relevant resources evaluated in this EA include air quality, noise, hazardous materials and waste management, water resources, biological resources, socioeconomics, cultural resources, land use, transportation systems, environmental
management (including geology and soils), environmental justice, and indirect
and cumulative impacts. The potential environmental effects of the proposed action would be those associated with land acquisition, construction activities, and
long-term operation of the improved South Gate.
Airspace/airfield operations and safety and occupational health resources have
been eliminated from detailed consideration because implementation of the proposed action or no-action alternatives would not affect them. Specifically, neither
alternative would involve air-craft or airspace modifications and would not create
any unique or unusual safety issues.

1.5 Decision to be Made
The 60th Air Mobility Wing Commander (60 AMW/CC) at Travis AFB will be
responsible for deciding which alternative to adopt. The decision could be to implement the proposed action, prepare an Environmental Impact Statement, or
choose the no-action alternative. If the no-action alternative is selected, the existing gate and inspection processes will not change. This decision will be based on
findings contained in this EA.
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Figure 1·1
Regional Location Map
South Gate Improvement Project
Travis Air Force Base
Solano County, California
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1. Purpose and Need for Action

1.6 Applicable Regulatory Requirements and Required
Coordination
Table 1-1 lists applicable regulations, environmental permit, and regulatory
agency consultation requirements for the alternatives evaluated in this EA. For
each requirement, the table provides the regulatory citations, administering
agency, and a brief description.

Table 1-1 Preliminary List of Required Pennits, Licenses, Entitlements, and
Consultations

Protection Agency

Clean Water Act of 1977,
Section 404; 33 USC § 12511376; 30 CFR § 330.5(1X26)

U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers

C WA Section 401, PorterCologne Water Quality Control
Act, California Water Code,
Section 13000 et. seq, 23 CCR
3855-3861,23 USC Section
1341
CWA Section 402, National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES); 40 CFR Ch. I

San Francisco
Regional Water
Quality Control Board

§ 122.28
Federal Endangered Species
Consultation; Endangered
Species Act of 1973, 16 USC§
1531 et seq.; 50 CFR Parts 17
and 222
California Endangered Species
Act of 1984; California Fish and
Game~~ §_2050-2116
Executive Order 11988,
Floodplain Management, and
11990, Protection of Wetlands

California Fish and Game Code,
Sections 1600-1603

Air emissions must be in
compliance with the
General Confonnity
___
IRule
Section 404 ~ Placement of dredged or
Nationwide Pennit or fill materials into water.; I
Individual Permit
of the United States
(including wetland
areas).
Section 401 Water
Discharges to waters of
Quality Certification the United States.
Detennination

-·

NPDES Construction Storm water di scharges
San Francisco
Stonn water Permit
associated with
Regional Water
construction activities
Quality Control Board
disturbing more than
once acre of land.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Section 7
Activities impacting
Service
Consultation
federally listed species
or their critical habitat.

California Department Endangered Species Activities impacting
state-listed species or
ofFish and Game
Consultation
their critical habitat
Travis AFB
NEPA and Clean
Impacts to floodplains
Water Act- minimize and wetlands be restored
impacts to
orprcserved.
floodplains and
wetlands
--t-__;_;.
California Department 1602 Streambed
Activities affecting
ofFish and Game
Alternation
water bodies that could
have an adverse impact
Agreement

_j

1

on existing fish and

l

wildlife resources.
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Table 1-1 Preliminary List of Required Permits, Licenses, Entitlements, and
Consultations

Historic Preservation Act of
1966 as amended; 36 CFR 800.
Archaeological and Historic
Preservation Act of 1974;
Archaeological Resources
Protection Act of 1979;
American Indian Protection and
Repatrl~io_n ~ct o~ 1990.
National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, as amended; 40
CFR l 500-1508

Preservation Office

Federal actions that
affect those potcntiaJ or
listed historic
sites/properties on the
National Register of
Historic Places.

Consultation

Advisory Council on

IHistoric Preservation

I

Travis AFB

-

FONSI/FONPA/EA
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2

Description of Alternatives
Including the Proposed Action

2.1

Selection Criteria for Alternatives

To be considered a viable alternative, the South Gate entrance upgrades would
need to be in compliance with Air Force planning and design manuals, design
standards, and requirements for security at military bases. The documents listed
below provide specifications and standards applicable to the development of alternatives:
•

Air Force Installation Force Protection Guide;

•

Air Force Instruction (AFI) 31-1 01, Air Force Installation Security Program;

•

Air Force Manual91-201, Explosives Safety Standards;

•

Air Force Handbook 32-l 084, Facility Requirements; and

•

AFI 31-209, Resource Protection Program.

Specifically, the following criteria were used to screen alternatives:
•

Ability to remove traffic inspection from Q-D arc;

•

Ability to provide inspection facility infrastructure meeting Air Force and
DoD requirements;

•

Ability to relocate commercial traffic from areas currently experiencing traffic
congestion;

•

Ability to meet ATFP funding requirements;

•

Ability to provide another access point for emergency vehicles; and

•

Ability to provide regional access for POVs.
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2. Description of Alternatives Including the Proposed Action

2.2 Description of Alternatives
2.2.1 Alternative 1 - Proposed Action

The proposed action (Alternative 1) relocates the South Gate outside the Q-D Arc
and provides expanded inspection facilities with improved lighting and turn
around capabllities prior to entering Travis AFB. Alternative 1 would be constructed in the through the following phases:
•

1: Relocation of commercial vehicle inspection to the South Gate entrance;
and

•

2: Construction of the privately owned vehicle (POV) facilities at the South
Gate entrance.

Additional phases have been proposed and there is a potential for their implementation at a later date; however, they are not a part of this proposed action.
As described above, the proposed project would occur on 12.4 acres in the western portion of the real property that would be acquired (refer to Figure 1-3). Figure 2-2 provides the site development plan. Review of historical aerial photographs from 1937 to the present show the historical use of the real property as agriculturalland (hay production) and rural residential. The property is not currently
being used for agricultural operations. There is a rural residential home near the
western boundary of the project area. Land use on the north site of Peterson Road
includes Travis AFB Taxiway M and support facilities, agricultural lands, and
baseball fields. The area immediately west, south, and east of the parcel is agriculturalland with associated rural residential homes and outbuildings. Residential
and commercial areas of the Cities of Fairfield and Suisun occur approximately 1
mile west of the project area.
The proposed action involves the paving of 5.30 acres of roadway and the realignment of Peterson Road for accessing the South Gate improvements. The project construction is proposed to begin in spring 2006 and be completed in approximately one year.
2.2.2 Alternative 2

Alternative 2 relocates commercial access to a new ECF and roadway that connects Air Base Parkway (near Peabody) to Hickam Avenue. This alternative
would provide alternative access to the Hickam Avenue corridor, which is a destination for some commercial vehicles. This alternative would comply with the QD Arc Air Force Manual 91 -201 by removing all traffic from Q-D Arc and taxiway and flight line areas. Alternative 2 requires other considerations, such as the
need for directional signing for vehicles destined to Travis AFB, which could be
accomplished from Interstate 80 and along Air Base Parkway. New signs would
be required at the intersections of Air Base Parkway and Peabody Road and Air
Base Parkway and Parker Road.
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2. Description of Alternatives Including the Proposed Action

However, Alternative 2 was not selected as the proposed action for several reasons. Alternative 2 would not allow phasing of overall improvements because
gate and roadway improvements would be needed before usage could occur, it
would impact traffic operations at Air Base Parkway and Peabody Road, and it
would not improve regional access because all access points would still be located
in the northwest comer of the base.
2.2.3 Alternative 3

Alternative 3 relocates commercial access to a new ECF and roadway that connects Walters Road (near the railroad crossing) to Hickam Avenue. This alternative would provide access to the Hickam Avenue corridor that is a destination for
some commercial vehicles. Alternative 3 would require traffic signing for vehicles which could be accomplished from Interstate 80 and along Air Base Parkway.
One new traffic sign would he required at the intersection of Air Base Parkway
and Walters Road, directing commercial traffic south on Walters Road to a commercial gate. This alternative would comply with the Q-D Arc Air Force Manual
91-201 by removing all traffic from Q-D Arc and taxiway and flight line areas.
However, Alternative 3 was not selected as the proposed action for several reasons. Alternative 3 would not allow phasing of overall improvements because
gate and roadway improvements would be needed before usage could occur. In
addition, the alternative would impact traffic operations along Walters Road south
of Air Base Parkway and would not provide regional access because all access
points would still be located in the northwest comer of the base.
2.2.4 Alternative 4 - No-Action Alternative

Alternative 4, the no-action alternative, would include increased control and warning systems at the South Gate per ECF Guidelines, but would not relocate it out of
the Q-D Arc. Features of this alternative include the installation of:
•

A gate and/or barrier control with a signal system at the approaches to the
taxiway crossing;

•

Bollards on the taxiway outside the ''roadway clear zone» and passive delineation;

•

A system to warn of approaching aircraft, which would include two red lights
on breakaway posts that would flash when aircraft approacheds and, potentially, a bell system to supplement the flashing lights; and

•

A reactive detection system in addition to monitoring by security forces and/or
South Gate personnel.

This alternative would offer ways to reduce manpower requirements from current
levels while achieving the same or a greater level of security, and still maintain
minimum mission requirements. However, many of the current concerns would
60th Civil F.ngin= SquWon
Travis Ar'B
Dc=nbcz 200S

2. Description of Alternatives Including the Proposed Action

not be resolved including traffic delays, potential safety and liability issues, residual security issues, and maintaining mission flexibility with respect to tasks assigned to Travis AFB in the future by the Air Force AMC.

2.3 Comparison of Alternatives and Identification of the
Preferred Alternative
Table 2-l presents the evaluation criteria and whether or not each of the alternatives would meet the criteria.

Remove traffic inspection from
Q-0----arc ·- --- - - -- -,-Provide inspection facility infrastructure meeting Air Force and
_DoD req~~nts
-~ll~w phased -~roach
Relocate commercial traffic away
from areas that experience regular
traffic congestion
Meet ATFP funding requirements
- Provide another access point for emergency ~ehic~~s _
__
Provide regional access for POVs

l

t-- •

'

-

---

---

-

r

No

Yes

Yes
Yes
-1

Yes
Yes

Yes

No
No

Yes

No

No

No
No

~--

I

-

No

As shown, Alternatives 2 and 3 do not meet the FPCON and other criteria. As a
result, these alternatives have been eliminated from further consideration in this
EA.

2.4 Identification of the Preferred Alternative
Alternative 1 was selected as the preferred alternative and is, therefore, the proposed action evaluated in this environmental assessment based on the ability to
meet the purpose and need. Advantages of this alternative, in addition to complying with Air Force Manual 91-201 "Explosive Safety Standards" and AMC Entry
ECF Guidelines include the following:
•

The new facility could be developed independently of South Gate redesign
plans;

•

Regional access to the south could be provided by opening the gate to private
vehicles;
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•

Commercial traffic would be routed away from al'eas that experience regular
traffic congestion;

•

Access for emergency services would be provided from the south;

•

Installation security would be improved; and

•

ATFP funding could be met due to the potential for project phasing.

The potential impacts associated with both the proposed action (Alternative I) and
the no-action alternatives are analyzed in Sections 3 and 4 of this report Table
2-2 provides a comparison of the impacts associated with these two alternatives.

Air Quality

I

Temporary, short-term increase in emissions related to
construction activity. Emissions do not ex.cood the General
Confonnity Rule de minimis levels. Therefore, not
-------1---=c=--onsidered a significant impact.
Noise
Temporary, short-term related to noise associated with
construction activities within existing background noise
__ ~ level. Therefore, not considered a siS!!ificant impact.
Hazardous Materials
Limited use of hazardous materials during construction and
and Waste
potential for release. Minor increase in use of such materials
Management
during O&M activity. Hazardous materials and waste
generated would be minimal and handled in accordance with
Travis AFB's established base plans and protocol.
Therefore, not considered a _significant im act.
Temporary impacts to the agricultural drainage ditch,
Water Resources
including disturbance to banks and potential for
sedimentation due to storm water run-off. Temporary
impacts wiU be minimized and avoided through
implementation of Travis's Stonn Water Prevention
Pollution Plan. Pennanent impacts to 0.178 acre where
culverts and fill wiU be installed to allow for the realignment of Peterson Road. Culverts will be installed
during dry season to prevent impacts to potential seasonal
flow. Culverts will be designed to handle high flow and
overall drainage patterns and hydrology would not be
impacted. Therefore, these impacts are not considered
significant
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I

Potential indirect impacts to California tiger salamander
(CTS) due to loss of potential habitat associated with the
agricultural drainage ditch where culverts will be installed
and 5.30 acres of upland area that will be paved. However,
the site is not in an area designated by the USFWS as critical
CIS habitat. Furthermore, limited habitat and presence of
exotic species, such as bull-frog, decreases potential tor CTS
near Travis AFB. Travis AFB would implement design
measures to reduce impacts to CTS and consult with the
I USFWS in accordance with Section 7 of the ESA to ensure
___, _impac~ are not significant.
_
_
No significant impact.
_
_
Socioeconomics
No significant impact.
_
Cultural Resourcc:s
Re-designation of land use in the project area from Extensive
Land Use
Agriculture to Public Use would be required. This
designation would be consistent with applicable land use
plans and policies. Therefore, not considered a significant
i'!lpact.
_ _
_ _ _
_ ___ _ __ ..
Temporary, short-term related increase in traffic due to
Transportation
Systems
construction activity. Roadways in vicinity of project are
capable of accommodating increased traffic. Long-term
impact would be an overall improvement to traffic flow at
Travis AFB and in the region. Therefore, the project would
.
benefit transportation systems.
Temporary, short-term and limited potential for loss of soils
Environmental
Management
due to erosion. Permanent impact to 5.30 acres of soil where
(Pollution Prevention, paving will occur. Topsoil will be salvaged to facilitate
restoration in temporarily disturbed areas.
Environmental
Restoration Program,
Geology, and Soils) 1 Increase in impervious surface would not result in flooding
or additional lUll-Off during storm events due to limited
extent of paving and relatively flat topography of the project
area ( 15 to 200 feet above mean sea level). Therefore, not
_c2nsid~red a significant impact. _ _
__

No si~ifi~t im act.
No significant im~act.
No significant impact.

1

No significant impact.

I
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3

Affected Environment
This section describes the existing environmental resources and conditions that
could be affected by or could affect the implementation of the Proposed Action
and No-Action Alternatives.

3.1

Land Use

Travis AFB
Land use at Travis AFB is guided by the Base General Plan, which complies with
Air Force Instruction 32-7062, Base Comprehensive Planning and furthers the
policies and goals ofNEPA Public Law 91-190. Land use on the base is broken
into I0 use categories, which are arranged in cohesive land use areas. The residential areas are located in the northern half of the base, commercialadministrative use occurs just south of the residential area and extends east and
west across the base, and mission and airfield operations areas are located along
the south side of the base (USAF 2003b).
Land use is also indirectly guided by requirements found in the various air force
instruction manuals. Relevant to this project, in particular, are Air Force Manual
91-201 "Explosives Safety Standards" and AMC ECF Guidelines, which are discussed below. The South Gate entrance is located within the Q-D Arc zone.
Regional
Travis AFB is located in the City of Fairfield in Solano County and is adjacent to
the City of Suisun (also Solano County). Solano County is an approximately 898square mile area (823 square miles of land and 75 square miles of water), a majority of which is located in the Sacramento Valley Basin (Solano County Planning
Department 2004a). Agricultural use accounts for approximately 62% of land use
in Solano County, equating to approximately 326,566 acres (Solano County Agriculture Department 2005). Over half the agricultural lands are irrigated agriculture and the remainder is dry-land fanning in Montezuma Hills and grazing/pasture. Travis AFB is one of several facilities in Solano County comprising
public land use.
Land use in the immediate vicinity of the base is primarily unincorporated, agricultural land in county jurisdiction. Travis AFB abuts the City of Fairfield at the
northwest comer and is immediately adjacent to low-residential, commercial,
commercial service, mixed use, and Travis Reserve use areas. Operations at
3-1
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Travis AFB influence regional land use planning and development in Solano
County due to its economic role, sheer size (accounts for a little over 1% of thc
county), and potential noise and safety hazards (Solano County Planning Department 2004a). Figure 3-1 illustrates land use in the project vicinity.
Proposed Project Area
'lbe proposed project area is contained within an overall 306. 76-acre parcel. The
remaining area of the parcel currently has restrictive safety easements totaling
205.55 acres. In addition, Travis AFB has two easements on the parcel to support
a navigational aid site that total1.78 acres (EE/EBS 2004).

The project area is located in an unincorporated area of Solano County, just south
of Peterson Road and beyond the county's current urban growth Jine, in an area
designated as Extensive Agricultural land use. Extensive Agricultural areas generally consist of the county's non-irrigated lands and include both essential and
non-essential agricultural land (Solano County Planning Department 2004b). Extensive agricultural land are significant for their contribution to the local agricultural economy and/or because it preserves land that, if developed for urban use,
would pose potential health and safety hazards. The area is zoned Exclusive Agriculture with a minimum parcel size requirement of 160 acres. The parcel is subject to a Williamson Act contract, as discussed in more detail below. This parcel
is classified as grazing land by the California Department of Conservation.
In addition, the project area is within Suisun's sphere of influence as established
by the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) (Skinner 2004). I bis
sphere represents the "probable ultimate physical boundaries and service area" of
the city. As a result, future development in this area must be compatible with
both Solano County's and Suisun City's general plan policies and land use designations or as otherwise jointly agreed. The parcel is located in what would be
zoned Agricultural Open Space Reserve by Suisun City.

land Use Plans and Policies
Development at and around Travis AFB is controlled, guided, or influenced by
numerous land use plans and policies. Plans and policies applicable to this project
are discussed below.

Air Force Manual91-20l "Explosives Safety Standards." This manual implements Air Force Policy Directive (AFPD) 91-2, Safety Programs, and DoD
6055.9-Std, DoD Ammunition and Explosives Safety Standards. It establishes a
central source for explosives safety criteria. It identifies hazards and states safety
precautions and rules when working with explosives. 1bis manual indirectly
influences development and land use on Travis AFB as it precludes certain activities and facilities in the vicinity of potential explosive sites.
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Figure 3-1
Land Use in Vicinity of Proposed Project
South Gate Improvement Project
Travis Air Force Base
Solano County, California
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Travis Air Installation Compatibility Use Zone. The DoD promotes compatible land use in areas surrounding airfields through the Air Installation Compatible

Use Zone (AICUZ) program. The program provides guidelines for types of land
use pennitted in proximity of airfields through the establishment of a clear zone
(CZ), accident potential zones (APZ) I and II, and four noise zones (65-69 dBA
[decibels (A-weighted)], 70-74 dBA, 75-79 dBA, and 80+ dBA). The greatest
potential for an accident affecting ofT-base activities is in the CZ, followed by
APZ I and APZ 11. Residential use is not recommended to occur in areas within
any of the above noise ranges. On the contrary, agricultural and open-space uses
(the current use of the project area) are the least restrictive and are generally recommended within APZ I, II, and all four noise zones. Some obstructions and
uses, such as agriculture, may be recommended within the CZ. The proposed project is not located in the CZ and APZ zones, although the eastern area of the parcel is in the Clear Zone.
Solano County General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element. The Solano

County General Plan consists of the nine general plan elements required under
state law. This combined element is intended to guide long-range growth and development in an orderly manner that protects the county's agriculture and natural
resources. In general, the county maintains that land beyond the urban growth line
shall remain agricultural and open space uses or developed for rural uses. Should
an area outside the line be proposed for development, it is likely that the area
would need to be annexed by the appropriate city into their urban limit Current
county policy states, "what is urban should be municipal," meaning development
requiring urban services should be located in incorporated cities. This is largely
due to the county's inability to provide necessary services to developed areas (i.e.,
utilities) due to its current government structure. There are several policies and
guidelines in the Land Use and Circulation Element applicable to the proposed
project. These include:
•

Urban development shall be confined to land use patterns, which retain essential agricultural land of the county and minimize energy consumption;

•

The unincorporated area shall not be developed with urban uses and urban
services shall not be provided, except minimal public facilities services essential for health, safety, and welfare;

•

Lands within aviation easements and flight approach areas around Travis AFB
and rural airport facilities present potential safety hazards. Development in
these areas should, therefore, be discomaged and the extensive agricultural
uses retained;

• The county shall protect, in appropriate open space uses, lands within approached patterns of airport facilities;

~d
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•

The county shall ensure that land uses within aviation easements and runway
approach and take off areas would not conflict with the current and possible
future use and expansion of airport facilities.

Travis AFB Land Use Compatibility Plan. The Travis AFB Land Use Compatibility Plan was adopted by the Solano County Airport Land Use Commission
(ALUC) in 2002 to facilitate land use planning in the vicinity of the base (Shutt
Moen 2002). The ALUC is responsible for reviewing proposed projects in the
vicinity of the base to determine if they are compatible with Travis AFB operations or would be negatively affected. The provisions and requirements in this
plan are also to be implemented by Solano County and the cities surrounding the
base in addition to their own general plans. The criteria and standards for safety
and noise hazards in the plan are similar to those described in the AICUZ. The
proposed project is located in Compatibility Zone C, with noise potential between
75 and 80 decibels (dB) Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL).

City of Suisun Land Use Element. The Suisun City Land Use Element identifies the area south of Peterson Road to Highway 12 where the proposed project is
located as Agriculture Open Space Reserve. The area south of Highway 12 is
within the Suisun Marsh Protection District and urban development is strictly
prohibited. The area southwest of the project is primarily zoned residential.
California Land Conservation (Williamson) Act. The Williamson Act was
passed by the California Legislature in 1965. It allows local governments to enter
into contracts with private landowners whose land is located in an agricultural
preserve. The contract restricts the parcel to agricultural or related open-space
land uses. [n return, landowners receive property tax assessments that are much
lower than actual value because they are based upon fanning and open space uses
as opposed to full market value. Contracts are established for a 10-year period
and failure to comply with the contract can result in a court injunction by the local
government and monetary fines.

3.2 Socioeconomics
3.2.1 Population
Solano County includes 823 square miles ofland in northern California (Solano
County 2005). According to the 2000 census, the total population of Solano
County was 394,542 persons. The population of the county increased by 15.9%
between 1990 and 2000, and growth is projected to continue. Approximately
9,966 military personnel and their dependents reside in the census tract designated
as Travis AFB (United States Department of Commerce- Bureau of the Census
2005).

The City of Fairfield to the northwest is the closest population center to Travis
AFB and is home to approximately 77,211 persons, according to the 2000 census.
Fairfield experienced a 24.5% increase in population from 1990 to 2000 (United
States Department of Commerce - Bureau of the Census 2005).
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3.2.2 Employment
Within Solano County, the major industries for employment include retail trade,
health care and social assistance, and government wor~ as shown in Table 3-1.
Travis AFB is one of the major employers in the county, and as shown, the military accounts for approximately 5% of the total county employment.

Total employment
. Farm~~pi~YJ!l~nt -·
No~:farm emplor.ment
Private em lo ment
Retail trade
..(--~13%
- -- -·-----+-_.!:.:.~'!!:
Health care and social assistance
18,279
11%
Construction
.!),824
8%
Accommodation and food services
11,796
7%
Other services, except public administration
9,599
6%
Manufac~ng
9,235
5%
Administrative and waste services
_9,2']5
5%
_9the!..Private industry (_each re resentin <5% of to_tal
~)~__3_
9', 1_9_8...__ 2_3°_Vo_ -i
35,037
20%
Government an<!._govemment enterprises
F
..~d__eral
__.• c_ivilian
____ _ __ __ _
4,129
2%
Military
- 8,5t4 1 ·so/;- i
State and local=---22,394
13%
State government
4,377
3%
Local overnment
18,017
10%
Source: United States Department of Conunerc:c: - Bureau of Economic Analysis 2005.

Some examples of other major employers in Solano County include AnheuserBusch, Inc., Campbell's, Hines Wholesale Nurseries, Northbay Medical Center,
and Solano Community College, among others (California Employment Development Department 2005b).
Unemployment in Solano County has historically been below the average for the
state of California as shown in Table 3-2. Within the county, unemployment has
been slightly on the rise since 2000, which the entire nation has experienced.
From 2003 to 2004 the rate bas declined slightly, which is also following the trend
of the state and nation.
Table 3-2 Unemployment Statistics for
Solano County and California
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Table 3-2 Unemployment Statistics for
Solano County and California

5.4

5.0

4.5

Source: California Employment Development Department
2005a.

3.2.3 Environmental Justice
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations, mandates that federal agencies
identify and address, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse hwnan
health or environmental effects of the programs on minority and low-income
populations. Disproportionate environmental impact occurs when the risk for a
minority population or low-income population from exposure to an environmental
hazard exceeds the risk or rate of the general population and, where available, to
another appropriate comparison group (DOD 1995; USEPA 1998).

Executive Order 13045, Protection ofChildren from Environmental Health Risks
and Safoty Risks, mandates that federal agencies identify and assess environmental
health and safety risks that may disproportionately affect children as a result of the
implementation of federal policies, programs, activities, and standards (62 Federal Register 19883-19888).
In order to comply with Executive Orders 12989 and 13045, ethnicity, poverty
status, and age of the populations in the census tracts bordering Travis AFB were
examined and compared to regional, state, and national data (see Table 3-3).

__Solano Coun!}'_ _ _ .
Census Tract 2528
{!ravis AF_B)_ __ __

[ Census Tract 2523.09

Cens!l_S Tract 2527.02_
-Census
-- - Tract 2535 Census Tract 2527.06

41%
44%

18%

14%
8%

34%

II%

6%

27%
28%
32%

14%
16%
17%
·-· . - 17%

5%
9010
6%
lO%

37%
:...::.__ _-1
25%

50%
-----·57%
47%
17%

Source: United States Department of Commerce· Bureau ofthe Census 2005.
Shaded cells indicate exhibit a higher concentration of minority populations, persons below the poverty level and childn:n
younger.
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As shown in Table 3-3, there are instances where local census tracts exhibit a
higher concentration of minority populations, persons below the poverty level and
children aged 17 or younger in Solano County (refer to the shaded cells in Table
3-3).

3.3 Traffic and Transportation
Regional Transportation System
Regional access to Travis AFB is provided by several major highways, including
Interstates 80,680, and 505~ and state routes, including State Routes 12, 113, and
160. This regional circulation system connects Solano County to the surrounding
counties of San Francisco, Sacramento, Napa, Contra Costa, and Alameda.

A system of local roadways provides access from the highways to Travis AFB.
Roadways west of the base that branch off of the Interstate 80 corridor and service
traffic from communities west and southwest of the base (e.g., Fairfield, Suisun,
Benicia, Martinez, and Napa) include, Cordelia Road, Air Base Parkway, Travis
Boulevard, E. Tabor Avenue, Peterson Road, Pennsylvania Avenue, Walters
Road, Sunset, and N. Texas. Roadways from north and northeast of Travis AFB
that intersect Interstate 80 and service traffic from communities north and northeast of the base (e.g., Vacaville, Dixon. and Davis) include Peabody Road, Leisure
Town Road, and Nut Tree Road. Access from the northeast is also provided from
State Route 113 and roads including Fry Road and Midway Road. Access from
the southeast is primarily via State Route 12.
Existing traffic volumes and Level of Service (LOSi for roadway segments in the
project vicinity (west and southwest of the base) that could be affected by the proposed project (as discussed in Section 4.3) are provided in the Table 3-4.

r

Approximate
Average Daily
Traffic Volume

-

Se ment
1-80 to _Kentucky Street
Kentuck Street to W. Texas

Roadway

Pennsylvania Avenue

W. Texas to Woolner Avenue
Woolner Avenue to State Route 12
l-80 to Air Base Parkway__
Air Base Parkway to E. Tabor Ave-

N. Texas Street
-

--t

- - - - !!!!_C_ __ _

Dover Avenue

1

I

Air Base Parkway to E. Travis

~oulevard

F

T

17,105
18,327

Approximate
Level of Service
(LOS)

1

c

20,~~3

15,737
J1,239
26,846

c

15,898

c

2

LOS is based on traffic congestion, which is measured by dividing traffic volume by roadway
capacity, resulting in a volume-to-capacity {V/C) ratio. The V/C ratings are divided into six LOS
categories, A through F, that represent conditions ranging from unrestricted traffic flow (A) to significant traffic congestion (F).
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r - -.-- ---

-

Roadwa

-

Segment

Approximate Average Dally
Traffic Volume .

E. Tabor Avenue to E. Travis Boule16,802
vard
20,000
E. Travis Boulevard to State Route
12 Walters Road
Airbase Parkway to Peterson_Road
16,0QO
1-~0 !O Do~~r Avenue _
_ _ _ _ _ _ 4!,933 _
Air Base Parkway
Dover Avenue to Clay Bank Road
_ 34,6.!.§__
._<;:_l_!ly Bank Road to Walters
29, 11 8
- -· _ _____....Walters_~ad _~ Peabody Road _ . .
24,J_94
E. Tabor Avenue
N. Texas Street to Dover Avenue
14,614
Dover Avenue to Walters
. . 1~,054
Travis Blvd
0 to Second Street
53,61 I
ond Street toN. Texas
37,763
N. Texas to Dover (E. Travis)
17,647 ,
p~v~rto
S!!nset
Ave
_
__
16,682
[ -- 5,000
Peterson Road
Waltersto Ragsdale Street (Travis
AI:_B)
State Route 12
l-80 to Pennsylvania
___ .
Pennsylvania to Walters

-

Approximate -,
Level of Service
LOS)
I

t

B

Sunset

l

C/0
B
C/0

c
C/D

__

Source: Solano County 2004, City of Fairfield, 2003, Harms 2005.

A

CID
- ~ - -----

Travis AFB Transportation System

Access to Travis AFB is provided at the following four gates:
•

Main Gate: Located at the west side of the base on Travis Avenue

•

Hospital Gate: Located at the northwest side of the base on Air Base Parkway
and Parker Road

•

North Gate: Located at the north side of the base on Burgan Boulevard

•

South Gate: Located at the southwest side of the base on Ragsdale Street

Traffic studies were conducted for Travis Air Force Base in 2002 and 2004. Results indicated that the majority of traffic is generated by activities on the north
side of the base, north of Hangar Avenue, where the residential and commercial
areas of the base primarily occur. The highest traffic volumes occur at Main Gate
and Hospital Gate. The average daily traffic volume at each gate is provided in
Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5 Average Daily Traffic Volume at Travis Air Force Base Entrance
Gates as of M 2004

Main Gate
l uospital Gate

-

North Gate

~outhGate

I

20, 134
7,392
4,489

II

t

326

Total
Source: Gannett Fleming 2004.

-

i

62
23
14

Commercial and Private Vehicles, Inbound and 9 utbol!fld
Commercial and Private Vehicles, Inbound and Q utbound
Commercial and Private Vebicles, Inbound and Outbound
Commercial Vehicles Only, In-.boun~ Onl_r__

As illustrated in Table 3-5, average daily traffic volume at the South Gate entrance
only accounts for approximately one percent of overall average daily traffic entering Travis AFB. This is largely the result of access to the South Gate being limited to inbound, commercial vehicle traffic. The traffic volume at the other three
gates results in congestion and delays during peak hours (Gannett Fleming 2002).
Based on a traffic study prepared by the Military Traffic Management Command
Transportation Engineering Agency and its consuJtant in 2002, traffic delays and
back-up of vehicles at the gates are substantial enough to warrant gate design
modifications at all of the gates, including additional lanes, expanded facilities,
etc. The study recommend, as a priority, expanding capabilities at the South Gate
to accommodate a higher volume of commercial traffic, opening the entrance to
POVs to provide regional access to the south, and opening the outbound lane.
The South Gate entrance currently accommodates the majority of commercial traffic at the base; however, commercial traffic continues to utilize the Main Gate and
North Gate. The South Gate entrance is located at the south end of Ragsdale
Street, which is the principal. north-south arterial across the base. Current facilities at South Gate entrance are minimal and include an inbound and outbound
(closed) lane and a gatehouse. The South Gate entrance facilities are currently
located within the Q-D Arc, which is not compatible with Q-D Air Force Manual
91-201. Ragsdale Street crosses Taxiway M and traffic using the South Gate entrance can be held at the gate for up to one hour when the taxiway is in use
(Holmes 2005a).

3.4 Air Quality
As required by the Clean Air Act (CAA), as amended in 1977 and 1990, the
United State Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has designated six pollutants as "criteria pollutants" for which it has established National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) to protect public health and welfare. The California
State Implementation Plan (SIP) prescribes measures to achieve and maintain
NAAQS. Additionally, California adopted a state CAA in 1998 that requires regions to develop and implement strategies to attain California's Ambient Air
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Quality Standards (AAQS). For some polJutants, the California standards are
more stringent than the national standards (California Air Resources Board 2005;
Bay Area Quality Management District 2005).
In 1990, the CAA was amended to prohibit a federal agency from undertaking an
action in a non~attainment area unless the agency determined that the activity confirms with regional SIPs. The General Conformity Rule (40 CFR Parts 51 and 93)
implements these requirements for federal actions occurring in air quality nonattainment areas. A federal action is exempt from applicability of the General
Conformity Rule requirements if the action' s total net emissions are below the de
minimis levels specified in the rule (see Table 3-7) and are not regionally significant (i.e., the emissions represent l 0% or less of a non~attainment or maintenance
area's total emission inventory of that pollutant), or are otherwise exempt per 40
CFR 51.153. Total net emissions include direct and indirect emissions from all
stationary point and area sources, install sources, and/or mobile sources caused by
the federal action that are not covered by another permitting program.
Table 3-7 De Minimis levels for Exemption from General Conformity Rule
Reauiire1ne1nts for Ozone and Particulate Matter

Serious non-attainment areas
-Severe non-attainment areas
Extreme non-attainment areas
Marginal and moderate ozone non-attainment and ozone
maintenance areas outside an ozone transport region
Particulate Matter

Moderate non-attainment
and maintenance areas
--.._Serious non-attainment areas

I-

~
25
10
100

-

100

1!!_

Source: 40 CFR 51.
1

Ozone does not occur dm:ctly from any source, but results from a series of reactions between oxides of nitrogen (NOJ and volatile organic c<>mpounds (VOCs) in sunlight. Therefore, de minimis levels of NO. and
VOCs are used to detennine exemption from the General Conformity Rule for cmjssions that would atll::ct
ozone levels in an area of nonattainment for ozone.

Travis AFB and Proposed Project Area

Travis AFB is located in the San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin (SFBAAB) Air
Quality Control Region (AQCR). Air quality in this region is regulated by the
Bay Area Quality Management District (BAAQMD). By state standards, the project is located in an area that is attainment for carbon monoxide (CO), lead (Pb),
nitrogen dioxide (N~), and sulfur dioxide (S02) and marginally nonattainment
for ozone (O:J) (1-hour standard), particulate matter of 10 microns of less (PM tO),
and particulate matter of2.5 microns ofless (PM2.s). By federal standards, the
project area is in attainment for all pollutants, except for 03, for which it is determined to be in marginal nonattainment (California Air Resources Board 2005;
Bay Area Quality Management District 2005).
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Travis AFB Existing Emissions Source$
There arc two types of existing emissions at Travis AFB, stationary and mobile
emissions. Stationary source emissions are regulated under a Title V synthetic
minor Operating Permit approved by the BAAQMD and include aviation gasoline
storage tanks; jet engine test cells; painting, cleaning, and repair operations; and
boilers, furnaces, and generators. The Title V Operating Permit provides for
emissions at levels that will maintain attainment with the SIP. Mobile source
emissions include emissions from aircraft engines, privately owned vehicles, and
other aircraft ground support equipment. Emissions from such mobile sources
may include the criteria pollutants PM 1o, PM2.s, CO, sulfur dioxide (S~), and
N02, as well as VOCs, which contribute to the formation of ozone.

3.5 Noise
The primary source of noise at Travis AFB is associated with aircraft operations
and maintenance. These noise sources impact land uses on the station as weiJ as
in the surrounding developed areas. The noise environment around an air station
is typically described using a measure of the cumulative noise exposure (i.e., daynight average sound level [DNL]) that results from aircraft operations. DNL takes
into consideration the time of day that aircraft events occur. Noise that occurs between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00a.m. is weighed more heavily than noise during the day
to account for the difference in human noise perception during the nighttime hours
(see the Travis AFB Land Use Compatibility Plan as described in Section 3.1 for
additional noise information).
The noise zones associated with Travis AFB are typically patterned after the airfield and associated flight paths for aircraft operations. Noise dissipates in a ringlike fashion outwards from the airfield. The highest levels of noise are closest to
the flight line with lower levels extending outwards into surrounding land uses off
base.

3.6 Hazardous Materials and Waste Management
TravisAFB
A variety of hazardous materials are used to facilitate operations at Travis AFB,
including flammable solvents, contaminated fuels and lubricants, oils, paints, and
other miscellaneous chemicals. Hazardous materials management at Air Force
installations is primarily guided by AFI 32-7080 Hazardous Materials Manage~
ment. In addition, Travis AFB also has an Integrated Contingency Plan (2005)
that identifies measures for analyzing and handling hazardous materials, as well as
cover emergency planning, response, and reporting in response to spills. Hazard
material purchase on Travis AFB must be processed through the HAZMAT system. Hazardous materials used on the base are entered into the Environmental
Management Information System, approved for use, and tracked from receipt

through disposal.
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Hazardous waste at Travis AFB is handled, stored, transported, and disposed of or
recycled in accordance with 22 CCR; Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA), and Title 40 CFR parts 260-270, Ha7..ardous Waste Management System. The Travis AFB Hazardous Waste Management Plan (2005) establishes
procedures to manage hazardous waste in compliance with these regulations.
Travis AFB is a RCRA large quantity generator. Hazardous waste around the
base is generally collected and stored in 55-gallon drums until it is transported to
the base's Hazardous Waste Storage Facility (HWSF), which is permitted for
long-term storage of hazardous wastes (Travis AFB 2005). Hazardous wastes are
ultimately transported from the HWSF to an approved disposal site.
Proposed Project Area

The proposed parcel for acquisition, including the project area, was reviewed for
existing haz.ardous substances in compliance with Air Force Instruction 32-7066,
Environmental Baseline Surveys in Real Estate Transactions and the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E1527-00, and Standard Practice for
Environmental Site Assessments. An on-site survey was conducted on 19 September 2005 to determine the existence or absence of environmental contamination. This assessment included a review of:
•

Available historic files, maps, documents, and aerial photographs of the area;

•

Solano County's Assessor's parcel maps;

•

Existing easement records; and

•

Federal, state, and local government records.

Environmental Data Resources, Inc. (EDR) conducted the database search of
available state and federal regulatory listings to identify sites associated with potential environmental concerns within a radius of up to 1 mile from the proposed
project area that meet or exceed the ASTM standards. Nine sites were located
within a 1-mile search radius, all of which are located on Travis AFB. None of
the sites are located in the project area More specifically, the EDR and/or fence
line survey did not reveal any aboveground or underground storage tanks (USTs);
evidence of pipeline rights-of-way, hydrant fueling, or transfer systems; oil/water
separators; pesticide storage; or medical or biohazards, radioactive, or solid waste
in the project area. There are several utility corridors located on the north shoulder of Peterson Road. These facilities would not be affected by the proposed project
The Solano County Department of Resource Management was contacted to determine if the real property or adjacent properties are under the Local Oversight
Program (LOP) for the investigation and corrective action regarding the release of
fuels from USTs. The proposed project area was not identified on the current
LOP site list. According to interviews with Travis AFB personnel and aerial pho3-14
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tographs from 1937 to the present, the proposed project area has not been previously used for military activities and there is no evidence of ordnance.
Therefore, based on the database search and interviews described above, there are
no known hazardous materials or petroleum products associated with the proposed project area. Therefore, according to AFI 32-7066, the property would be
classified as a Category 1.3

3.7 Water Resources
The Clean Water Act (CWA), enacted in 1972, established the regulatory framework for the preservation of water quality through protection of and regulation of
discharges into "Waters of the United States," which includes streams and wetlands. Section 404 of the CWA requires United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) approval for projects that involve dredge or fill activities across and in
wetlands and streams. Section 401 of the CWA, requires the State Water Resources Qaelity Control Board (SWRQCB) to review projects and federal permits
to ensure that projects do not violate state water quality standards. This task is
delegated by the SWRCB to the local Regional Water Resetlfees Quality Control
Board (RWQCB), except for projects that occur in areas regulated by more than
one RWQCB. The RWQCB will issue a Section 401 certification for projects
found to comply with state standards. Conditions placed on the issuance of a Section 401 certification become part of the Section 404 permit issued by the
US ACE.
Section 402 of the CWA establishes the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit program to regulate storm water and point source discharges. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) delegates regulatory authority for the NPDES program to the RWQCB. An NPDES General Permit is
required for projects that will disturb one or more acres of land and could result in
stonn water discharge to waters of the United States. An NPDES permit requires
development and implementation of a Storm Water Prevention Pollution Plan
(SWPPP) during construction.4
The California Department ofFish and Game (CDFG) regulates activities that
could impact perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral rivers, streams, and lakes, including those that obstruct or divert the natural flow of a water body; change or
use any material from the bed, channel, or bank of a river, stream, or lake; or deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked, or

3

Based on AFI 32-7066, Category 1 is an area where no storage, release, or disposal has occurred. It is a property where no hazMdous substances or petroleum products or their derivatives were stored, released into the environment or structures, or disposed of on the subject
property and where no migration from adjacent areas has occurred,
4
The project SWPPP does not have to be submitted to the RWQCB with the NPDES permit application and does not require fonnaJ approval by the agency. However, a SWPPP must be prepared and implemented to comply with a NPDES permit and failure to comply could result in
project suspension and/or a fine.
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ground pavement where it can pass into a river, stream, or lake. Projects that
could affect waters of the state and that could adversely affect any existing fish
and wildlife resources would require acquisition of a Streambed Alteration Agreement.

Travis AFB
Surface Waters
Union Creek and McCoy Creek occur on Travis AFB. Union Creek originates
approximately 3 miles north of the base and splits into two branches just north of
the base (Department ofthe Air Force 2003). The branches converge and flow
out ofthe base at the southwestern comer. The west branch is channe1ized (concrete-lined or contained within culverts), runs under the runway and taxiways for
0.5 mile, and has sluggish flows except during storm events. The east branch
flows into the North Gate Park Pond, travels underground, and emerges on the
east and south side ofthe runway where it converges with the west branch at the
southwest comer. Union Creek ultimately drains into Hill Slough (approximately
1.6 miles south of the base). Hill Slough continues to flow southwest and eventually joins Suisun Slough, which continues southwest and either flows into Montezuma Slough via Hunter Cut or continues to flow along the west side of Joice Island into Gri7.zly Bay. McCoy Creek is a smaller drainage that carries storm drain
water. McCoy Creek flows under the runway and discharges into Union Creek.
There are several wetlands, including vernal pools, scattered throughout the base.
Groundwater
Groundwater at the base, though limited and shallow, flows south to the Suisun
Marsh, on to the Suisun Bay, and eventually to the San Francisco Bay. Recharge
to the shallow groundwater table is from the foothills of Cement Hill to the north,
in-channel infiltration from various creek draining areas (i.e., Union Creek, Denvcrton Creek, smaller unnamed creeks northwest of the base), and through direct
precipitation (Travis Air Force Base 2003b)
Floodplains
EO 11988, "Floodplain Management" (signed May 24, 1977) directs federal agencies to avoid, to the extent possible, the long- and short-term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains. Two areas on
Travis AFB are located within the 100-year flood zone (Travis Air Force 2003b).
The first area is the western branch channel of Union Creek. The channel fills
with water during heavy rains and is the main drainage for a large area of the west
side of the base. The second floodplain area is the riparian zone along the eastern
branch of Union Creek (approximately 25 acres) that flows into the pond in North
Gate Park..
Proposed Project Area
A delineation of waters and wetlands of the United States of the 18.6-acre parcel
proposed for acquisition was conducted in September 2005 to identify jurisdic-
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tional features that could be impacted by project activities. The delineation was
prefonned using the routine on-site detennination method outlined in the USACE
Wetland Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987). The Delineation
of Waters of the United States report is provided in Appendix B.
Table 3-8 provides the total acreage for features identified in the overall surveyed
parcel and within the 12.4-acre proposed project area Figure 3-2 depicts the delineated features on an aerial photograph.
Table 3-8 Acreage of Waters of the United States in the Overall
18.6-acre Parcel Proposed for Acquisition by Travis Air
Force Base and 13.63-acres South Gate Improvement
p . t

Feature
Wetland WWOI -001
Wetland WWO 1-002

I

Wetland WWOl -003
Agricultural drainage ditch
SSOl-001
f-

Total

'-

Acres in Surveyed
Parcel
0.010
0.007
0.014
1.687

Acres In 12.4-acres
Project Area
0; east of Eroject area
0; southeast of project
area
0.014
1.115

1.718

1.128

Source: EE 2005.

Surface Waters
In general~ drainages characterized by a defined bed and bank and that were either

vegetated or unvegetated along their banks were identified as jurisdictional waters
of the United States. Wetlands were identified by reviewing United States Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic maps, National Wetland Inventory maps,
and field surveys and sampling for the three characteristic wetland parameters;
hydrology, vegetation, and soils.

Agricultural Drainage Ditches. One agricultural drainage ditch (SSO 1-00 l) was
identified in the 18.6-acre parcel. SSOl -001 runs 2,940 feet along the western,
northern Gust south of Peterson Road), and eastern (adjacent to Travis AFB)
boundaries of the parcel, forming a squared, upside down U-shape around the area
(refer to Figure 3-2). SSOl -001 was dry at the time of the survey; however, in the
event of flow, it would eventually drain into Union Creek near State Route 12.
SSOl-001 has a defined bed and bank with unconsolidated beds of silt and sand.
The average bank to bank width of the feature is approximately 25 feet at the top
of the drainage ditch and it has a bank height of approximately 4 feet. There was
no defined high water line.
There was no riparian vegetation associated with the feature; however, there is
vegetation such as Hordeum marinum ssp. gussoneanum and Polypogon maritimus within the beds. indicating that water is present during a portion of the
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tional feattU"CS that could be impacted by project activities. The delineation was
prefonned using the routine on-site detennination method outlined in the USACE
Wetland Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987). The Delineation
of Waters of the United States report is provided in Appendix B.
Table 3-8 provides the total acreage for features identified in the overall surveyed
parcel and within the 12.4-acre proposed project area. Figure 3-2 depicts the delineated features on an aerial photograph.
Table 3-8 Acreage of Waters of the United States in the Overall
18.6-acre Parcel Proposed for Acquisition by Travis Air
Force Base and 13.63-acres South Gate Improvement
p . t
Feature
Wetland WWO 1-001
-Wetland WWO 1-002

--

----

Wetland WWO l -003
Agricultural drainage ditch
SSOI-001
1Total

Acres in Surveyed
Parcel
0.010
0.007

Acres in 12.4-acres
Project Area
0; east of ro·ect area
0; southeast of project
area

0.014
1.687

0.014

1.718

1.128

1.115

~

Source: EF. 2005.

Surface Waters
[n general, drainages characterized by a defined bed and bank and that were either
vegetated or unvegetated along their banks were identified as jurisdictional waters
of the United States. Wetlands were identified by reviewing United States Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic maps, National Wetland Inventory maps,
and field surveys and sampling for the three characteristic wetland parameters;
hydrology, vegetation, and soils.
Agricultural Drainage Ditches. One agricultural drainage ditch (SSO 1-001) was
identified in the 18.6-acre parceL SSOl-001 runs 2,940 feet along the western,
northern Gust south of Peterson Road), and eastern (adjacent to Travis AFB)
boundaries of the parcel, fonning a squared, upside down U-shape around the area
(refer to Figure 3-2). SSOl-001 was dry at the time o f the survey; however, in the
event of flow, it would eventually drain into Union Creek near State Route 12.
SSO 1-001 has a defined bed and bank with unconsolidated beds of silt and sand.
The average bank to bank width of the feature is approximately 25 feet at the top
ofthe drainage ditch and it has a bank height of approximately 4 feet. There was
no defined high water line.
There was no riparian vegetation associated with the feature; however, there is
vegetation such as Hordeum marinum ssp. gussoneanum and Polypogon maritimus within the beds, indicating that water is present during a portion of the
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growing season. However, the last time the agricultural drainage ditch is believed
to have been used for irrigation was in the 1980s (Bob Holmes 2005). Photographs ofthe agricultural drainage ditch SSOl-001 are provided in Appendix B.
Wetlands. Three wetlands were delineated in the surveyed parcel; WWOI-001,
WW01-002, and WWOI -003. WWOI-001 and WWOl-002 can both be characterized as vernal pools. WWOl-001 is 0.010 acre and occurs in the northeastern corner of the parcel, adjacent to agricultural drainage ditch SSOI-001. WWOI-002
occurs along the southern boundary of the parcel, near the eastern boundary. ln
total, wetland/vernal pool WW01-002 is 0.061 acre, but only 0.007 acre of the
feature is within the parcel as depicted in Figure 3-2. At the time of the delineation, the soils were not saturated. Since the vema] pools are formed in a slight
depression in the landscape, wetland hydrology is largely driven by runoff from
the surrounding area. The dominant vegetation present at both wetlands/vernal
pools was Polypogon maritimus (OBL) and Veronica anagallis-aquatica (OBL).
Soils had a chroma of 2 with mottles ( 10 YR 5/6). Photographs of the wetlands
are provided in Appendix B .
Wetland WW01 -003 is 0.014 acre and is located approximately 100 feet south of
the existing house, near the western boundary of the parcel in the project area (EE
2005). As depicted in Figure 3-2, WWO 1-003 is comprised of two small wetland
features located adjacent to each other. However, during data collection the wetlands were delineated as a single feature that is a combined 0.014 acre. The
dominate vegetation consisted of Lepidium /atifolium (FACW) and Cynodon dacty/on (F AC). Soils had a chroma of 2 with mottles ( 10 YR 5/6), and was moist
beginning at 3 inches below ground surface to the bottom of the soiJ test pit of 12
inches. Based on the location of wetland WWO l -003 in relation to the existing
house, it is possible that the moisture and associated wetland conditions are a result of discharge from the homes leach field or water pipe (see photo in Appendix
B). Unlike other wetlands in the area, this wetland does not have typical vernal
pool characteristics. At this time, T ravis AFB can not confirm whether this wetland is the result of a leach field or water pipe. As a result, WWO 1-003 has been
delineated as a wetland.

Groundwater
Groundwater characteristics in the proposed project area would be the same as in
the Travis AFB area, namely, limited and shallow.
Floodplains
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has delineated floodplain
areas on flood insurance rate maps (FIRM). The FlRM for Solano County identifies the proposed project area as occurring in floodplain Zone C, which is a flood
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insurance rate zone that correspond to areas outside a 100-year floodplain (Federal
Emergency Management Agency 1993 and 2005).

3.8 Biological Resources
Management and conservation of listed endangered and threatened species on
military installations is required by the Endangered Species Act (ESA), DoD Instruction 4715.3 Environmental Conservation Program (3 May 1996) and Air
Force Instruction (A.FI) 32-7064 (Integrated Natural Resources Management
(INRMP)). The ESA recognizes that many species of fish, wildlife and plants are
in danger of, or threatened with, extinction. The ESA establishes a national policy
that all federal agencies should work toward conservation of these species. The
Air Force complies with the mandates of the ESA by identifYing endangered and
threatened species, and critical habitats or Air Force lands, and implementing programs for the conservation of these species, in coordination with the USFWS.
Conservation management approaches for biological resources, including sensitive species, on Travis AFB is guided by the Travis AFB INRMP (USAF 2005).
Travis AFB

Travis AFB is located halfway between the coastal zone and interior valley provinces of California The climate is Mediterranean with cool, wet winters, and
warm, dry summers. Annual mean precipitation for the installation is 17.5 inches,
of which 84% occurs between November and March.
Vegetation

Significant portions of Travis AFB are paved or otherwise impervious surfaces
(i.e., runways, taxiways, ramps, roads, buildings, and parking lots). In addition,
historic agricultural and livestock grazing practices on and around Travis AFB
have degraded native biotic communities such that exotic annual species dominate
the native perennial grasslands. The predominant community types are ruderaldisturbed and urban. There are some relatively pristine, but small habitat areas on
the base, typically associated with vernal pools and riparian corridors along Union
Creek. The biotic communities on Travis AFB may be broadly distinguished into
terrestrial and aquatic types. Aquatic community associations at Travis AFB are
classified into riparian wetlands, wet meadows, vernal pools, and lacustrine. Terrestrial community associations include annual grass/forbs, ruderal-disturbed, riparian corridors, and urban. Inventoried plants on Travis AFB include 53 families, 159 genera, and 252 species. Exotic species constitute 48% (120 species) of
the installation flora
The characteristic vegetative community at each of the gates on Travis AFB is
provided in Table 3-8. A description of vegetative communities occurring ncar
the South Gate and representative of vegetation in the proposed project area are
provided in Table 3-8.
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Annual Grass!Forbs. Grasslands are located primarily in the west and southwest
portions of Travis AFB and comprise approximately 1,735 acres. The dominant
species are exotic and include soft chess, Italian ryegrass, mouse-tail fescue, filaree, wild oat, ripgut grass and I larding grass. Most abundant wildlife species
associated with grasslands are red-winged blackbird, ring-necked pheasants,
northwestern fence lizard, gopher snake, and deer mouse. The majority of the
grasslands on base are subject to mowing and discing as part of Travis AFB's
Bird Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) program and provides firebreaks. In addition, the agricultural out-leasing program for livestock grazing utilizes the grasslands. As a result, native grasslands have been largely converted into monotypic
stands of non-native species.
Vernal Pools. A relatively large number of vern~ pools remain in the region, including on Travis AFB. A Nature Conservancy tract, the Jepson Prairie Preserve,
established to protect vernal pools, is located 4 miles east of Travis AFB. Vern~
pools and vernal s~es occur throughout the inst~ lation, consisting of shallow
depressions or small, shallow ponds that fill with water during the rainy season,
drying out during spring and summer. Vern~ pools account for up to 44% (110
species) of the to~ number of species on Travis AFB (despite being a minor
habitat type). The vernal pool sites are either single, isolated pools, or hydrologically connected pool clusters, varying in size up to one acre. Plant species identified in the vernal pools include a mix of native and exotic species, including Pacific meadow foxtail, s~tgrass, annual hairgrass, goldfields, round woolly marbles, popcorn flower, downingia, meadow barley, coyote thistle, hyssop loosestrife, spike rush, flowering quillwort, alkali milk vetch, and San Joaquin spearscale (Earth Tech 2000a, 2000b and 2001). Ve~ pools may provide habitat for
sev~ species of crustaceans, most of which are protected under the ESA (BioSystems An~ysis 1994). Vern~ pools and vern~ swales may also support a variety of amphibians.

Urban. This habitat is associated with nonnative landscaped vegetation, predominantly irrigated residential lawns throughout the housing and building areas.
These areas are periodically subject to disturbance, such as mowing. Representative wildlife includes song sparrow, tri-colored blackbird, killdeer, house sparrow,
western harvest mouse and California ground squirrel (USAF 2001a).
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General Wildlife
The prevalent wildlife on Travis AFB includes manunals (particularly small
mammals), birds, reptiles and amphibians, fish, and aquatic invertebrates. The
following description of representative general wildlife is provided by the
INRMP. Wildlife on base is generally limited by disturbed habitat and Air Force
operations.

Mammals. There are 29 species of mammals on base, including deer mouse,
house mouse, western harvest mouse, black-tailed jackrabbit, California ground
squirrel, opossum, striped skunk, feral cats, coyote, red fox, muskrat, long-tailed
weasel, raccoon, mink, beaver, and bobcat.
Birds. There are 153 species of birds on base, including 35 nesting species
(USAF 2005). The red-winged blackbird is the most common species observed in
all habitats and the greatest nwnbers of birds are found in the Union Creek riparian habitat. Twelve species are classified as species of special concern by the
California Department ofFish and Game (CDFG), USFWS, or California Partners
in Flight.
Reptiles. Fourteen reptile species have been identified on base. The northwestem fence lizard and gopher snake are abundant in a wide range of habitat types on
base. Western pond turtles and California red-sided garter snake regularly occupy
riparian habitat types.

Amphibians. There are six identified species of amphibian on base. The Pacific
tree frog is the only common amphibian and is primarily associated with riparian
and early successional habitat types. A single sighting of the California tiger
salamander (CTS) has been documented. The introduced bullfrog is suspected on
Travis AFB and, due to its highly competitive and predatory nature, would displace other amphibian species, especially disturbance-sensitive species like CTS.
Fish. There are ten identified fish species on base. Four recreational species of
fish occur in North Gate Park Pond: large-mouth bass, bluegill, green sunfish and
channel catfish. In 2001, Chinook salmon was first documented on Travis AFB.
Aquatic Invertebrates. Benthic and vernal pool invertebrates are the two groups
of aquatic species found on Travis AFB. The predominant macrobenthic organisms identified in sediment samples of Union Creek include oligochaetes and chironomids. Sampling of 121 venal pools in the northwest portion of Travis AFB
identified 33 different reported invertebrate taxa

Threatened, Endangered, and Special Status Species
For the purposes of this project, special status plants and animals include species
listed by the federal government as endangered, threatened, or rare; species that
are proposed for federal listing as threatened or endangered; species noted as sen3-23
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sitive or of special concern by the California Department of Fish and Game
(CDFG); and plants occurring on Lists IB and 2 of the California Native Plant
Society's Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants ofCalifornia.
Species with federal listing on Travis AFB include one endangered, one threatened, two candidates and five species of concern. Table 3-9 identifies the threatened, endangered, and special status species that occur or potentially occur on
Travis AFB.

Contra Costa
goldfields

~thenia coniJugens

E

None

List 1B

I Drying borders of vernal pools ~
seasonally wet grasslands. Generally I

abundant in northwest corner of the
Base and at southwest end of main
- 1 - - - - - 1 - ---1-runway.
Brittlescale --+Atriplex deNone
None
List 18 Grows in alkaline and clay soils bepressa
low 500 feet. Scattered among vernal
--+.&;. Is in northwest corner of the Base.
San Joaquin
Atriplex joaList 18 Found in seasonally wet alkaline
FSC
(valley) saltquiana
habitats, such as alkaline grasslands,
below 1,000 feet. Occurs in northbush
1
,._
west comer of the Base.
None
Alkali milk ~tragalus
None
List lB Grows in seasonally moist areas with
vetch
tener var.
alkaline or adobe clay soil such as
tener
alkaline vernal pools, grasslands and
playas, at elevations below 500 feet.
Found scattered in vernal pools,
_...______ -~----'-----'-------'-"'northwest comer of the Base.
Am hibians
None
California
Grasslands and open oak woodlands
Arnbystoma J FC
tiger salaman- californiense
and temporary ponds. One dead Calider
fornia Tiger Salamander was identiJ
fied on the Base.

I

I
I

I

l

_j

I

---------L----------~------~----~------~

Birds

~ggerhead
shrike
Western burrowing owl

l vJcJan_
L~ius Judous-'---

Long-billed
Numenius
curlew
americanus
Rufous hum- 1 Selasphorus
mingbird -~us_

J

--

None

-

FSC

esc

-

FSC

esc

-

None

-

FSC

j Grasslands and open meadows. ldentified on the Base.
Grasslands, sometunes
·
found in manmade structures sue h as storm drains
and beneath cement and asphalt structures. Identified on the Base.
Large vernal pools, temporary aquatic
habitats. Identified on the Base.
Eucalyptus groves. Identified on the
--Base.
_ ,..
.

____

-- -
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Oncorhynchus
salmon - Cen- tshawytscha
tral Valley
fall/late fallrun

In 1999, designated as threatened for
all naturally spawned spring-run,
from the Sacramento San Joaquin
River mainstem and its tributaries.
First documented on the Base in
2001 .

FC

Invertebrates

1

Vernal pool
fairy shrimp

Branchinecta
lynchi

FT

Found in vernal pools, sometimes
found in a variety of temporary
aquatic habitats such as roadside
ditches. Adults and eggs found in
._vernal pools on B_ase.

None

Key:
Federal Listing:
FE = federally Endangered
1-1 = Federally Threatened
FSC = Federal Species of Concern
FC = Federal Candidate Proposed for Listing
List I B <= Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California or elsewhere by the Federal Government
StatelCNPS Listing:
SE = Stal.c Endangered
ST = Stale Threatened
CSC = State Special Species of Concern

The CDFG identifies the spearscale and miJkvetch, not listed on the table, as state
species of concern (CDFG 2002). Due to the proximity of the threatened Colusa
grass and endangered Solano grass in Solano County, these species may be present but remain undocumented on Travis AFB.
A variety of Hsted bird and mammal species occur in Solano County, but due to
species-specific habitat requirements and the lack of suitable habitat at Travis
AFB, these species do not occur on the base. Repeated biological inventories and
ecological studies have not identified any threatened, endangered or candidate
bird or mammals species on base.

Critical Habitat
The United States Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) recently designated areas surrounding Travis AFB as critical habitat for 15 vernal pool species by final rule
dated 11 August 2005 (70 Federal Register 46923). The FWS also recently designated critical habitat in California for the California tiger salamander (CTS) (70
FR 41183,23 August 2005).
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Proposed Project Area
Vegetation
The vegetation community occurring within the South Gate Improvement Project
consists of disturbed pastureland with a variety of native and nonnative plant species. Field surveys completed in the summer of2004 and 2005 identified several
grass and noxious weed species. Common species observed included Bromus sp.,
Hordeum sp., Lolium sp., Centaurea sp. and Polygonum sp.
General Wildlife
Because of the proposed project area is immediately adjacent to the southwestern
boundary of Travis AFB, it is assumed that wildlife species discussed above, particularly associated with grasslands, also have the potential to occur in the proposed project area
Threatened, Endangered, and Special Status Species
While numerous biological resource inventories and analyses have been conducted at Travis AFB, including both general and species-specific or habitatspecific studies, none of these studies are specific to the proposed project area.
Based on available records, United States Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) information, and the CDFG California Natural Diversity database, the potential for
special status species to occur in the vicinity of the project would be limited.
Since surveys have not been completed and because the proposed project area is
immediately adjacent to the southwestern boundary of Travis AFB, although declared by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as critical habitat for various vernal
pool species, it is cannot be determined with reasonable accuracy that the species
in Table 3-9 may also occur in the proposed project area without T&E surveys. If
future T &E surveys reveal the presence of species in Table 3-9, Travis AFB will
consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to determine appropriate conservation
measures.

3.9 Cultural Resources
The 1966 National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (Public Law 89-665, as
amended by Public Law 96-515; 16 USC 470 et seq.) established the framework
for federal review of federal undertakings for preservation of cultural resources.
The Act authorized the formation of the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP), administered by the National Park Service (NPS}, which establishes criteria for identifying significant cultural resources (as defined by the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for Evaluation [36 CFR 60]), awards them protection
through legal status, and creates a catalogue of known resources. Significant resources include items such as prehistoric and historic archeological sites. buildings, structures, and artifacts that are significant in American history, architecture,
archaeology, and culture.
Section 106 ofthe Act requires that federal agencies with jurisdiction over a proposed federal project take into account the effect of undertakings on cultural re3-26
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sources listed, or eligible for listing, on the NRHP, and afford State Historic Preservation Officers and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation an opportunity to comment with regard to an undertaking. Section 110, added to the Act in
1980, adds greater federal agency responsibility for consideration of historic properties during agency decision making, establishes procedures for federal agencies
managing or controlling significant historic properties, and requires that each federal agency develop a historic preservation program that establishes how properties in their control will be maintained and managed and include procedures for
implementing Section 106 (NPS 2005).
TravisAFB
In compliance with Section 110 of the NHPA, Travis AFB conducted a resources
survey of undisturbed portions of the base and its discontiguous properties, including buildings greater than 50 years of age, in 1995. In 2003, the Integrated
Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP) was adopted to provide for effective management of cultural resources identified on the base and implementation
of Section 106.

The survey identified 27 buildings eligible or potentially eligible for the NRHP
due to their association with the Cold War-era (1945-1991). Previous surveys
identified 10 archeological sites (three prehistoric and seven historic); however,
the prehistoric sites no longer exist and the historic sites are ineligible for the
NRHP. Therefore, there are no NRHP eligible, or potentially eligible, archeological sites on Travis AFB. The ICRMP provides a detailed overview of the cultural
history of Travis AFB and inventory of resources identified.
Research shows that the Cortina Band of Indians and Wintun indigenous peoples
may have been present near or within Travis AFB (USAF 2003a). However, during the development of the ICRMP and later updates, no response as been received from these groups, suggesting there are no areas of Native American concern on the base.
Proposed Project
In accordance with Sections 106 and 110, Travis AFB contracted Garcia and Associates to conduct a cultural resources survey of the proposed parcel for acquisition. The cultural survey report is provided in Appendix C. The survey included
both a records and literature search and field surveys. The records and literature
search included a review of the following references:

•

California lnventory of Historical Resources (California Department of Parks
and Recreation 1976);

•

Five Views: An Ethnic Historic Site Survey for California (California Office
of Historic Preservation);

•

California Historical Landmarks;
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•

California Points of Historical Interest; and

•

Historic Properties Directory Listing (includes the NRHP, the California Register of Historical Resources, and the most recent listings [through 8 February
2003] of the California Historical Landmarks and California Points ofHistoricallnterest).

The record and literature search did not identify any cultural resources inventoried
in the proposed project area (Garcia and Associates 2004). The search did indicate that portions of the proposed area have been previously surveyed; however,
resources were either not discovered or are located outside of the proposed project
area.
In the 12.4-acre where construction activities associated with the project will occur, Garcia and Associates conducted a pedestrian survey utilizing parallel transects at intervals varying from 15 to 25 meters. Due to the grassy nature of the
area limiting ground surface visibility, vegetation was removed by hand in small
areas to facilitate ground visibility. No historic properties were identified within
the survey area (Garcia and Associates 2004). Examination of subsurface soils at
the site also did not expose evidence of cultural material and the soil characteristics (hard packed, clay, and silt loam) indicate limited likelihood of subsurface
resources. An agricultural ditch on the property was investigated for potential cultural significance; however, research revealed that the ditch was constructed
sometime between 1953 and 1978 and is not considered a historic property.

In the remaining, eastern area of the parcel where no project activities are planned
(4.97 acres), only a cursory inspection was performed. No historic properties
were identified in this area (Garcia and Associates 2004).

3.10 Environmental Management
Pollution Prevention
Pollution prevention on Air Force installations is regulated by AFI 32-7080,

which incorporates applicable federal, DoD, and Air Force regulations and directives for pollution prevention. Travis AFB prepared a Pollution Prevention Management Action Plan (P2 MAP) in 200 l to minimize or eliminate the use of hazardous materials and release of pollutants into the envirorunent, such as asbestos,
lead based paints, and fuels. In addition, other plans such as the Integrated Contingency Plan include measures for managing potential release of pollutants on
the base.
Environmental Restoration Program

The Travis AFB Environmental Restoration Program (ERP) is administered by
60 CES/CEVR (Environmental Restoration Secti()n). The goal of
the Travis ERP is to remediate all accident/disposal/spill sites (from 1984 or
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earlier) that may pose an immediate or potential threat to public health, welfare,
or the environment. There are several ERP sites on Travis AFB, including landfills, fire protection training areas, spill sites, waste disposal sites, drum storage
areas, leaking underground storage tanks (LUSTs) and piping, oiVwater separators
(OWSs), waste treatment plants, munitions disposal sites, and other areas.
ERP Site S0033, Storm Sewer System ll, is located adjacent to the northeastern
comer of the proposed parcel for acquisition (USAF 2005). Wastes at the site include paints, solvents, lubricants, soaps, engine oil, hydraulic fluid, and j et fuel.
Primary contaminants include VOCs (TCE and 1-2-DCE) in groundwater, VOCs,
PAHs, and metals in sediment and soil; from waste water discharges. Proposed
remediation measures include groundwater plume control through pump-and-treat
and natural attenuation assessment is being conducted. Proposed excavation of
and disposal contaminated soils.

Geology
Solano County is located in the Great Valley geomorphic province, an approximately 50-mile wide by 400-mile long alluvial plain between the Sierra Nevada
Range to the east and the terminus of the California Coastal Mountain Range to
the west (California Geographical Survey 2002). The Great Valley was once a
submerged marine basin west of the Sierra Nevada Range. The Sierra Nevada
Range was uplifted when the Pacific Ocean plate was pushed below the continental plate, creating a deep ocean trench. After thousands of years of eroded materials from the Sierra Nevada Range being deposited into the marine trench, the
Great Valley was formed. In the late Pliocene Epoch, major deformation uplifted
the western part of the valley, creating the Coastal Mountain Range. The Great
Valley is comprised of alluvial deposits underlain by the east-sloping Cretaceous
and Cenezoic strata of the Coastal Mountain Range and the west-sloping bedrock
of the Sierra Nevada Range. The Stockton Arch, a gentle ridge across the valley,
divides the valley into the Sacramento Valley (north) and San Joaquin Valley
(south). Solano County is located in the lower western portion of the Sacramento
Valley.
Travis AFB and the proposed project are located on Quaternary Bay sediments
north of Suisun Bay. The base is primarily underlain by older alluvium of the
Pleistocene Age, comprised of sands, gravel, silts, and clays. These deposits extend up to 200 feet deep in the area, but are much shallower at the Travis AFB as
evidenced by the outcropping of basement rocks at Potrero Hill. The alluvium
unit is moderately permeable. Tertiary consolidated sediments with some interbedded volca-debris, the Tehama Formation (Pleistocene-Pliocene nonmarine
sediments), and the Mareldey Formation (Eocene marine sediments) underlie the
older alluvium, but crop out at the surface in some areas of unconsolidated soils.
These deposits reach depths up to 7,500 feet (AMC 2003).
Geological Hazards. Travis AFB and the proposed South Gate access upgrades
are located in the seismically active San Francisco Bay Area. The major faults in
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the area causing seismic activity include the San Andreas, Hayward, and Calaveras faults. Other potentially active, but smaller faults include the Green ValleyConcord, Greenville, West Napa, and Vaca System faults (UC Berkeley 2005).
The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) identifies the city of Fairfield
as susceptible to modemte to strong faults based on the MercaUi Intensity scale
(ABAG 200Sa). However, neither Tmvis AFB nor the proposed South Gate access upgrades are located on or near these faults (the closest fault, Green VaJleyConcord, is approximately 10 miles west). The potential for liquefaction due to
an earthquake is unlikely in this area (ABAG 2005b).

Soils
The Great Valley is known for its fertile soils. Solano County is comprised of 17
soil associations that are classified into four groups based on slope and drainage
characteristics (EE 2004). Travis AFB is comprised of 14 soils associations.
Soils on the base have been significantly altered by heavy construction and by imported fill and, as a result, do not exhibit typical characteristics of the mapped
soils. For example, typically well-drained soils are no longer well-drained due to
compaction.
The proposed South Gate access improvement area is comprised solely of Antioch-San Ysidro complex, 0 to 2% slopes as mapped by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS 2005) (see Figure
3-3). This soil complex formed in alluvium from sedimentary sources and is
composed of about 50% Antioch loam, 35% San Ysidro sandy loam, and 15%
Solano loam and Pescadero clay loam. The surface layer soil (0 to 5 inches) can
be characterized as light brownish-gray (1 0 YR 6/2) loam with common, fine, distinct mottles ( 10 YR 5/6). Below the surface layer soil (5 to 14 inches) soil is
brown (10 YR 5/3) with few, fine, distinct mottles (10 YR 5/6). Moist soils for
both layers are described as strong-brown (10 YR 4/2 or 3/3). These soils have
been described as having a very slow runoff (EE 2004b). This soils series is classified as hydric because these soils frequently pond for long or very long duration
during the growing season (NRCS 2004).

3.11 Indirect and Cumulative Impacts
The CEQ defmes indirect impacts as those "which are caused by the action and
are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are sti11 reasonably foreseeable
40 CFR 1508.8." Indirect effects may include growth-inducing effects that result
in changes to population density or growth rate and employment and effects that
impact the natural environment. Cumulative impacts are defined by the CEQ
regulations for implementing NEP A as "the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the proposed action when added to other
past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what other
agency (federal or non-federal) or person undertakes such other actions (40 CFR
1508.7)."
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For the purposes of this analysis, Travis AFB and planners at Solano County and
the cities of Fairfield and Suisun were contacted to identify reasonably foreseeable
actions. Consequently, the focus of this cumulative impact analysis is on projects
occurring within Travis AFB and projects occurring within a 1-mile radius of the
project site. The time frame for cumulative effects would start in 2006 and continue to 2007. when the Proposed Action would be fully implemented.
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Projects Planned in the Reasonably Foreseeable Future
Travis AFB

There are 17 projects at Travis AFB planned for implementation during fiscal
years 2006 and 2007 that would potentially overlap with the proposed project Of
these projects, the four projects listed in Table 3-10 occur within 1 mile of the
proposed project
Table 3-10 Travis Air Force Base Planned Projects in the Vicinity of the South
Gate
Fiscal Years 2006 and 2007

C-17 Taxiway Lima
(demolish and replace

Large project area that
extends up to the South
Gate
Within 1 mile of the
project

2.75 acres

taxiwa

2.3 acres

C-17 Infrastructure

(install cable and
bollards along
_Eerirneter)

I

Various locations around
the base boundary,
inclu~g the South Gate

Project is approved and
funded. Construction to
be in in 2007.
Project is approved and
funded. Construction to
begin in 2007.
Project is approved and
funded. Construction to
begin in 200?_: _
--i
Project is in review and
planning stage. Construction
unlikely within four}'~.!:._

-- n
I

I

Other projects that are approved and funded on Travis AFB and will be constructed in the next two years, but are greater than one mile from the project area
include construction of a the C-17 Maintenance Training Facility, C- 17 Composite
Shop, Munitions Storage Facility, and C-17 Two Bay Hangar.
Region

There are three projects in Suisun City within one mile of the project area that
may overlap with the proposed projects if there are no changes to project status
(i.e., delay of pennits or construction). These projects are described in Table
3-11.

Building permits in review.

loha RV, Boat, &

~

torage

--- --

Approximately 1 mile west
of site
1600 Peterson Road
2.7 acres
Approximately I mile west
-·- ---
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Peterson Ranch Housing Development

Isource:
---

Young 2005.

Montebello Drive, north to

Remaining approximately 90
units to be built out of 570
units on 44 acres out of total
180 acres housing development. Grading and infrastructure construction to expected to begin December
2006.

East Table between Walters Road and Travis AFB

l.

There are several other projects in the vicinity of the project area, but greater than
two miles away, including construction of Manual Campos Expressway (north of
Airbase Parkway), expansion ofPeabody Road, construction of Fairfield Corporate Commons (just east ofl-80), and Village at Fairfield housing development
north of Airbase Parkway).
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Environmental Consequences

This section describes the potential consequences to environmental resources and
conditions of the proposed action and no-action alternatives.

4.1 land Use
Proposed Project
The current location of the South Gate entrance is incompatible with approved
uses and facility siting as required by Air Force Manual91 -201 "Explosives
Safety Standards" because it is located in the Q-D Arc area. The proposed project
would relocate the entrance out of the Q-D Arc and therefore positively affect
land use on the base.

The project would result in the pennanent conversion of 12.4 acres of land from
Extensive Agricultural use to Public Use. This loss of agricultural land is well
below 1% of the total land dedicated to agriculture in Solano County. Furthermore, the parcel is not classified as Prime or Unique Farmland, or Farmland of
Statewide Importance (California Department of Conservation 2005). The land is
currently not used for agriculture (i.e., no irrigation or crop production). Conversion of this land would not result in a pocket of non-agricultural land among otherwise agricultural and open space uses, a key concern for LAFCO, as it is an expansion of an existing facility. As a result, the project would not impact the agricultural productivity or overall land use of the region.
Land Use Plans and Policies

Travis AICUZ. The proposed project would locate the South Gate facilities farther from base activities by 1,500 feet. The project would not be located in a CZ
or APZ. The project would not result in increased noise hazards that could affect
current land use on or off base. Therefore, the project is consistent with this plan.
Solano County General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element. The proposed project would require redesignating the land use classification from Extensive Agricultural to Public Use. The county could either administer this change
and retain the area in its jurisdiction, or require that the area be annexed into the
incorporated area of Suisun (Smalley 2004). Consistent with allowable activities
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in unincorporated areas, the project would improve the health, safety, and welfare
of Solano County's residents by relocating the entrance out of the Q-D Arc area
and thereby reducing their exposure to potential hazards. Relocation of the gate
and expansion of entrance facilities would not introduce hazards that would be
incompatible with existing land use surrounding the base.
Additionally, redesignation of the area to Public Use is a compatible land usc and
would preserve the area around the base to activities conducive to Travis AFB, as
required by the general plan. Furthermore, the project is unlikely to inhibit future,
other, use of this area by the county or city of Suisun because allowable land uses
in this area are highly restricted due to noise and safety hv..ards. As a result, the
future use of this area as anything other than public, agricultural, or open space
would be unlikely.
The project would impact agricultural land, which the county is dedicated to preserving; however, as described above, the loss of agricultural land would not be
significant. Furthermore the land is not currently used for agricultural operations.
Travis AFB Land Use Compatibility Plan. The project would be compatible
with this plan because it would not introduce a new activity or land use that is in-

compatible with Zone C. The project would simply result in an increase of the
same activities that currently occur in this area (increased vehicle use at the South
Gate).
City of Suisun Land Use Element. Should the county require that this parcel be
annexed by the city of Suisun prior to development, the area would need to be rezoned from Agriculture Open Space Reserve to Highway/Commercial. Similar to

Solano County, zoning in the vicinity ofTravis AFB is unlikely to change in the
future due to aircraft operations and safety concerns. Therefore, the expansion of
Travis AFB into this area would be compatible with allowable use in this area and
would not inhibit other future development.
California Land Conservation (Williamson) Act.
The parcel proposed for acquisition is covered under a Williamson Act contract.

Government Code 51295 indicates that such contracts are automatically voided
when the property is acquired by the federal government in eminent domain or in
lieu of eminent domain. If the property is acquired by the federal government
other than by eminent domain or in lieu of eminent domain, the Air Force would
need to address the continued applicability of the contract.
No·Action Alternative
Under the no-action alternative, there would be no change to off-base land use.
However, the location of the South Gate would continue to be incompatible with
the Air Force Manual91~201.
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4.2 Socioeconomics
Proposed Project

The proposed project would not impact base, local, or regional population or employment. Construction activities related to the South Gate improvement would
provide jobs during construction, but the project will be minor in magnitude and
short-term in duration. To the extent feasible, local contractors would be utilized
to complete the work.
No-Action Alternative

Under the no-action alternative, there would be no change to socioeconomic conditions.
Environmental Justice
Proposed Project

The proposed project would not have distinct negative impacts that are disproportionately adverse to a minority or low-income population. Although there are
census tracts surrounding the project area that exhibit minority and low-income
population concentrations above those of the county/state/natio~ due to limited
scope of work and short-tenn nature of the proposed action (Alternative 1), impacts to these populations are not anticipated
No-Action Alternative

Under the no-action alternative, there would be no environmental justice impacts.

4.3 Traffic and Transportation
Proposed Action

The proposed project would cause an increase in traffic on Peterson Road and the
roadways leading to Peterson Road during construction due to constructionrelated vehicles and equipment accessing the project area. Construction traffic
has the greatest potential to impact traffic during peak hours and would be less
significant throughout the day. However, only a limited number of constructionrelated heavy equipment vehicles are anticipated and they would be transported to
the construction site only once (remaining on site for the project duration). POV
access by construction workers would also be limited and is not anticipated to
have a significant impact on traffic congestion. As reflected in Table 3-4, Peterson Road is not a congested road and is capable of handling significantly more
traffic (Harms 2005). Since traffic congestion is not an issue on Peterson Road or
at the South Gate entrance, the limited and short-term increase in constructionrelated traffic is not anticipated to be signi.ficant. Once the project area is graded,
most activity will occur south of Peterson Road, further reducing potential traffic
congestion. Access to the South Gate entrance would be maintained throughout
construction and activities would not require temporary lane closures.
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Increased use of the South Gate entrance would increase traffic on Peterson Road
and the roadways c01mecting to Peterson, including, Pennsylvania Avenue, North
Texas Street, Dover Avenue, Sunset Avenue, Walters Roads, Air Base Parkway,
East Tabor Boulevard, Travis Boulevard, and State Route 12. As shown in Table
3-4, several of these roads are heavily used; however, the Level of Service (LOS)
on the roads does not exceed Solano County's objective for traffic conditions of
LOS D or better (Hanns 2005). Traffic would access the South Gate entrance via
different routes along these roads, which would distribute additional traffic,
thereby reducing the percent increase on any one road. As a result, increased traffic on these roads is not expected to change the current LOS. The four eastern
most roads of the road network to the west and southwest of the base that would
be used to directly access the South Gate entrance are Peterson Road, Sunset
Avenue, Walters Road, E. Tabor Avenue, and State Route 12. These roads are
capable of handling a significant increase in traffic (Harms 2005). As a result,
increased traffic on these roads would not have a significant impact on traffic
congestion and .flow. On the contrary, it may help alleviate heavy traffic on roads
used to access gates on the north side of the base.
In the long-term, implementation of the proposed project would ultimately benefit
traffic circulation on and around Travis AFB. By relocating the South Gate entrance out of the Q-D Arc area and expanding and creating new facilities, all commercial vehicle traffic would be able to use this gate. This would redirect commercial traffic away from the other gates that experience significantly more traffic
(refer to Table 3-5) and congestion during peak hours (Gannett and Flemming
2004). If the South Gate entrance is opened to POV access, traffic congestion at
the other gates would be even further reduced. Expanding capabilities at the
South Gate entrance to POVs would also improve regional access to the base by
providing access for POVs and emergency vehicles from south of the base. In
particular, access would be improved for commuters from communities to the
west, southwest, and south, such as Fairfield, Suisun City, Vallejo, etc., which are
projected to experience extensive future growth (largely within their developed
areas) (USAF 2003b). Commuters from these areas could access Travis AFB
along State Route 12 (which is currently under utilized east of Pennsylvania to
Travis AFB) instead ofl-80, thereby alleviating traffic on I-80 and Air Base
Parkway (Harms 2005). Finally,. additional capacity at the South Gate entrance
would improve transportation system infrastructure at Travis AFB and help meet
the needs of increased traffic at the base in the future.
In the next few years, the City of Fairfield has plans for two major transportation
projects that would also foster improved transportation and traffic conditions in
the project vicinity, including construction of the Manual Campos Expressway
(just north and pafanel to Airbase Parkway) and widening Peabody Road to four
lanes. These projects are discussed in Section 4.11 - Cumulative Impacts.
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No Action
Under the no-action alternative, traffic congestion would continue at the other
gates and on roads leading up to them. In addition, the no-action alternative
would not address the Lack of regional access or provide the base with flexibility
to accommodate a future increase in traffic if the mission of the base should expand or grow.

4.4 Air Quality
Proposed Action
The project would have a temporary and short-term impact on local air quality
during construction. The primary impact would be the generation of particulate
matter (fugitive dust) during activities such as clearing, grading. and hauling;
demolition of the existing buildings; vehicles traveling in unpaved surfaces; and
by wind erosion on stockpiled materials. Additional temporary emissions would
also occur during asphalt paving operations and from exhaust generated by construction equipment and personal vehicles. Pollutants that would be emitted from
construction vehicle and equipment exhaust include NOx, CO, PMto, and VOCs.
A projection of the temporary emissions during construction is provided in Table
4-l (see Appendix A for totals calculations).
Table 4·1 Total Projected Emissions from Construction Activities During a 1Year Period

Construction Emissions

Gradin E ui -m-e-nt-

I

0.11_,. 1.03
0.07
Material Hauling
0.16 2.28
0.15
Fugitive
0.00 0.00
0.00 ~-+
Total Emissions from Construction~:...::..:.~..l.---=0::.=
.2:..;.
7..J. 3.31 1 0.22
Based on the calculations provided in Table 4-1, the projected emissions from the
proposed action would be significantly less than the General Conformity Rule de
minimis levels (see Table 3-6) of 100 tons per year ofVOCs or NOx. and, therefore, the project is exempt from further General Conformity Rule evaluation and a
conformity determination is not required. Although these emissions are not significant, Travis AFB would implement measures identified in the base's INRMP
to control dust during construction, such as treating unpaved access roads and areas with water or organic-based soil stabilizers during heavy use and controlling
vehicle speed on unpaved surfaces. The EPA estimates that watering programs
can significantly reduce fugitive dust emissions (AMC 2003). As a result construction of the proposed project would not significantly affect air quality.

While the proposed project would result in an increase in the number of vehicles
using the South Gate entrance, there would not be a net increase in the number of
vehicles entering the base, just a redistribution of gate use. As a result. there
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would not be a long-term increase in mobile emissions associated with the project.
The proposed action would also not result in the addition of any stationary emission sources.

No-Action Alternative
Under the no-action alternative, no activities that would affect air quality would
occur.

4.5 Noise
Proposed Action
During the approximately one-year construction period, noise levels may increase
slightly. However, because construction would generally take place during the
daytime and would be within background noise levels resulting from Travis
AFB's military aircraft operations, there would not be a significant increase over
existing noise levels. Therefore, noise levels associated with project construction
would not be significant. Implementation of the proposed project would not contribute to a permanent noise increase in the environment in and around the base.

No-Action Alternative
Under the no-action alternative, there would be no changes to the noise environment on base or in the surrounding communities.

4.6 Hazardous Materials and Waste Management
Proposed Action
Hazardous Materials
Hazardous materials would be used and waste generated during project construction. Equipment required for construction contains hazardous materials such as
gasoline, diesel, oil, hydraulic fluid, antifreeze, transmission fluid, lubricating
grease, and other fluids. Such materials would be used, handled, and stored in
compliance with applicable requirements and the plans discussed in Section 3.6,
to ensure that there are no negative impacts due to the limited use of these materials during construction. There is potential for spills from equipment to occur,
which could result in the release of hazardous materials to surface waters and
other sensitive features (e.g.• sensitive habitat). Travis AFB would implement the
measures identified in the plans described above to facilitate timely response to
spills and proper containment, clean-up, and disposal of generated waste. Travis
AFB would require that all contractor personnel receive training on implementation of the measures in these plans. As a result, potential impacts associated with
spills would be minimized.

Hazardous Waste
Hazardous waste may be generated on the project if a spill occurs and during
demolition of the existing buildings. However, due to the limited use ofhazard4-6
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ous materials and minimal amount of demolition to occur, only a negligible quanw
tity of hazardous waste would be generated. Hazardous wastes generated during
construction would be handled and disposed of in compliance with applicable
regulatory requirements and plans. Hazardous waste would be characterized prior
to disposal, as necessary. In addition, construction personnel would be trained in
appropriate disposal of ha7.ardous wastes.
Hazardous materials used and waste generated during O&M of project facilities
would be handled by the same means as existing materials used on Travis AFB.
As a result, the project would not result in a significant impact to public health,
safety, or the environment due to the use of hazardous materials or generation of
ha1..ardous waste.
NowAction Alternative
Under the no-action alternative, there would be no change to the quantities of hazardous materials used or waste generated and management of these substances.

4. 7 Water Resources
Proposed Action
Surface Waters
Of the four surface waters identified in the 12.4-acre parcel described above, only

two of these features, one agricultural drainage ditch and one wetland, occur in the
proposed 13.63-acre project area.

Agricultural Drainage Ditch. A 1,942-foot portion ofSSOl-001 (1.115 acres)
occurs in the proposed project area, nmning along the western and northern
boundaries (see Figure 3-2). As described in Section 3.7, flow in this waterway is
seasonal and it is no longer used for irrigation. Construction of the proposed project will disturb the banks of SSO l-00 l. Disturbance will be limited to locations
where culverts would be installed (discussed below), where Peterson Road is realigned, and potentially where it runs along the western boundary of the project
in-front of the existing house that would be demolished. Travis will minimize
disturbance to the banks to the greatest extent feasible and restore the banks to
preconstruction contours or more stable contours.
Construction of the proposed project could result in a temporary increase in sedimentation into SSOl-001 or downstream should loosened soils run-off the project
site into SSOl-001 during a storm event, which could indirectly affect water quality. However, Travis AFB anticipates constructing the project outside of the rainy
season (October to April), which decreases the potential for storm water run-off.
Should activities occur during the rainy season or a storm event is predicted during project construction, Travis AFB would implement best management practices
(BMPs) identified in the base's Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
to minimize potential impacts, as applicable.
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Examples of best management practices that could be implemented include, but
are not limited to:
•

Conducting grading activities and installing culverts during the dry season to
the greatest extent possible;

•

Avoiding stockpiling spoils generated during construction in or near SSO 1-001
to prevent sedimentation into SSO 1-001 . Covering piles of loose materials
and exposed earth with weights and plastic or canvas tarps or using berms or
silt fence to capture dirt that could be washed away by rain;

•

Slowing the velocity of run-off as much as possible through methods such as
vegetation, water bars, check dams, retention basins, gravel berms, hay bales,
wattles, brush covering, and terracing;

•

Protecting exposed areas and preventing flow from crossing disturbed areas
through methods such as the use of interceptor dikes and swales and diverting
flow into natural grass-lined drainage courses, ditches, or culverts;

•

Restoring banks where they are temporarily disturbed by construction activities to preconstruction contours or more stable contours as soon as possible
following construction;

•

Keeping the work and storage areas neat and orderly to prevent the discharge
of pollutants into storm water; and

•

Implementing measures described in the Integrated Contingency Plan to
minimize potential impacts to due to the release of hazardous materials.

With the implementation ofBMPs when necessary and given the relatively flat
topography, limited area of disturbance, and that construction would occur during
the dry season, the potential for significant storm water run-off that could affect
SSO 1-001 and downstream water surfaces is minimal. As a result, construction of
the project would not have a significant impact on surface waters or water quality
in the project area.
The project would permanently impact 0.178 acre of SSO 1-001 where Travis AFB
would install four culverts in the agricultural ditch where Peterson Road will be
re-aligned and paved. Figure 2-2 illustrates the location of potentially paved areas
and roads where culverts may be located. In total, approximately 311 feet of culvert would be installed along with 1,000 cubic yards of fill. The culverts would
be installed during the dry season to prevent impacts to seasonal flow in the agricultural drainage ditch. If water were present while the culverts are installed,
BMPs from the base's SWPPP would be implemented as applicable. The culvert
will be designed to accommodate high flow and prevent erosion at the intake and
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discharge of the culvert. Given the limited area of pennanent disturbance (0.178
acre) and that the installation of the culverts would not affect the overall drainage
patterns and hydrology in the area, this permanent impact to SSO 1-001 is not considered to be significant.
Wetlands. As shown in Table 3-8 and in Figure 3-2, WWOl-003 is the only wetland in the proposed project area that could be affected. However, the wetland
would not be directly impacted because there are no construction activities in the
immediate vicinity of the wetland. The nearest activity is the demolition of the
existing house, which is approximately 100 feet north of the wetland (refer to Figure 3-2). Travis AFB will ensure that materials are kept well outside of the wetland. WWO 1-003 could be indirectly impacted if loosened-soils from the project
site are deposited in the wetland. However, since the project will be constructed
during the dry season, Travis AFB will implement BMPs to minimize erosion and
sedimentation when necessary, and the project area is relatively flat area, storm
water run-off is not anticipated to be a significant issue. Therefore, the project
will not impact any delineated wetlands.

Groundwater
Construction of the proposed project facilities and demolition activities would not
result in withdrawals from or discharges to groundwater. As a result, there would
be no impact to groundwater resources. Groundwater is not expected to be impacted by excavation activities given the limited extent of excavation required for
facility foundations (a few feet deep) and that the project will be constructed during the dry season.
Floodplains
The proposed project area is not located within a 100-year floodplain. As a result,
there is little potential for constructed project facilities to be adversely affected in
the event of a flood. The west branch of Union Creek, an existing floodplain area
on Travis AFB does not run through the project area and, thus, flooding of this
channel would not affect project facilities. Although there would be a small increase in impervious surface in the area (5.30 acres will be paved), additional runoff from the site would be absorbed by adjacent vegetation and would not contribute to flood conditions.
No-Action Alternative
Under the no-action alternative, no activities would occur that C{)uld affect water
resources. As a result, there would be no impact to existing surface, groundwater,
or flood conditions.
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4.8 Biological Resources
Proposed Action
Vegetation Communities
Given the historic agricultural use of the proposed project area, vegetation in the
area is not pristine. Nevertheless, existing vegetation would be mowed during
construction as necessary to facilitate construction and prevent fire hazards.
However, the majority of the project area would not be paved (only 5.30 acres of
the proposed 12.4 project site would be paved where facilities will be constructed
and Peterson road will be realigned) and vegetation will be preserved to the greatest extent possible. Areas of the site that will only be temporarily disturbed during construction (i.e., not paved), will be restored. Restoration in temporarily disturbed areas will include restoring topsoil (which will be salvaged during grading
activities) and seeding the areas to promote revegetation, and landscaping. Given
the limited permanent loss of vegetation and revegetation of temporarily disturbed
areas, impacts to vegetation are not considered to be significant.
General Wildlife
Due to the historic agricultural use in the proposed project area, lack of quality
habitat such as a riparian conidor or native grasses, and limited wetland/vernal
pool features, the proposed project site only provides low-quality wildlife habitat
to common species that would be particularly adapt to disturbed areas. As a result, implementation of the proposed alternative is not expected to significantly
impact general wildlife.
Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species
As described above, the proposed parcel for acquisjtion has not previously been
surveyed for special status species and was not swveyed for this project. As a result, Travis AFB is assuming presence for sensitive species when the associated
habitat is found and forgoing formal plant and animal surveys because of the time
that would be involved to conduct those swveys.
The potential for sensitive plant species identified in Table 3-9 are unlikely to occur in the project area due to the historic agricultural use of the project area and
absence of vernal pools. The potential for special status birds and mammals to
occur on the real property parcel is also unlikely due to species-specific habitat
requirements and the lack of suitable habitat due to the disturbed condition of the
site. Western burrowing owl, a federal and state species of concern, would not be
expected to occur at the proposed gate area due to the disturbed condition of the
site.
To ensure that impacts to sensitive species are avoided or minimized, Travis AFB
will survey the project area prior to starting construction activities to verify that no
such species are present. If sensitive species are identified, Travis AFB will consult with the applicable agencies to determine avoidance and mitigation measures.
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Critical Habitat

The proposed project site is included in an area designated by the USFWS as
critical habitat for vernal pool species. However, there are no project activities
planned in the area of the parcel where vemaJ pools are located (see Figures 3-2).
As a result, the proposed action would not impact vernal pools or associated species. If Travis AFB proposes future activities that could affect the vernal pool,
Travis AFB would consult with the USFWS prior to additional activities.
The proposed project site is not within an area designated as critical habitat for the
CTS. However, agricultural drainage ditch SSOI-001 contains wetland plant species and may provide water habit for the CTS. Because of this potential habitat,
Travis AFB is assuming the presence ofCTS in the proposed project area. The
re-alignment of Peterson Road and construction of new facilities at the South Gate
will impact 0.178 acre of SSO 1-001 (area of permanent impact where culverts
would be installed) and approximately 5.3 acres of potential upland habitat (area
that would be paved for facility installation) that could be used by CTS.
To avoid impacts to CTS migration across the site, curbing would be installed to
exclude them from the paved areas and channel them around the site. This design
future is in accordance with the base's INRMP that requires all construction projects to be designed in a way that reduces impacts to sensitive species. In addition, Travis AFB will formally consult with the USFWS to ensure that the proposed project would not jeopardize the continued existence of the CTS in accordance with Section 7 of the ESA. If conservation measures for the CTS are required as a result of Section 7 ESA consultation, Travis AFB proposes to construct a 900-foot long drainage ditch of similar design to Agricultural Drainage
Ditch SSOl-001 along the southern edge of the property, connecting the east and
west channels of the existing ditch. This will create a single., connected ring of
potential CTS habitat and migration path around the project site. This new habitat
of 0.517 acre would offset potential adverse effects to the CTS from the project.
No-Action Alternative

Under the no-action alternative, no activities that would potentially affect biological resources would occur. As a result. there would be no impact to existing biological resource conditions.

4.9 Cultural Resources
Proposed Action

Implementation of the proposed project would not result in any impacts to known
cultural resources because no historic properties were identified in the project
area. Subsurface resources could potentially be discovered during grading and

excavation operations; however, the potential to encounter significant subsurface
cultural materials is extremely low (Garcia and Associates 2005). In the event of
an unanticipated discovery, the material would be considered potentially eligible
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for listing on the NRHP and Travis AFB would follow the procedures outlined in
36 CFR 800 .l3(b) and in the ICRMP.
Due to the cursory nature of cultural investigation in the area of the parcel east of
the proposed 12.4-acre project area, future activities in that area should not occur
until additional surveys are completed.

No-Action Alternative
Under the no-action alternative, no activities with potential to affect known culturally significant properties on Travis AFB would occur. Additionally, there
would be no ground-disturbing activities that could reveal and potentially impact
subsurtace materials of potential significance.

4.10 Environmental Management
Pollution Prevention
The proposed project will be constructed in accordance with Travis AFB's P2
MAP, including minimizing the use and disposal of hazardous materials, minimizing the release of pollutants into the environment through the numerous methods discussed above, such as controlling vehicle emissions and spill preparedness
and response, and implementing design techniques at the new facilities that conserve energy.
Asbestos and LBP will not be used during construction. However, there is potential during demolition of the existing house. Travis AFB will evaluate the potential for asbestos or LBP at the house prior to demolition. If such materials are
identified, Travis AFB would properly inventory, remove, and relocate or dispose
of the materials prior to demolition. As a result, implementation of the proposed
project is not expected to impact pollution prevention at Travis AFB.

Environmental Restoration Program
The proposed action is not expected to affect or be affected by ERP Site SD033.
Design and construction activities will be coordinated with appropriate Travis
AFB personnel to ensure that construction would not interfere with cleanup activities at the site.
As described in Section 3.6, no contaminated sites that would require environmenta.} restoration or preventative measures were identified in the proposed project area. As a result, implementation of the proposed project is not expected to
impact Travis AFB's ERP site.

Geology
Proposed Action
The proposed project would not result in any substantial changes to physiographic
features, affect ground elevation, or involve significant excavation work. Travis
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AFB and the proposed project am1 are not prone to significant geological hazards.
Although the base and project are located in an seismically active area, the proposed facilities would be designed and constructed to withstand significant damage in the event of an earthquake and, therefore, minimize potential harm or injury
to people working in entrance facilities or using the entrance. As described above,
the proposed project is in an area with low to no potential for liquefaction. As a
result, it is unlikely that building foundations would be compromised should an
earthquake occur, nor would soils be damaged. Finally, there is no potential for a
landslide to impact South Gate facilities or its occupants given the flat topography
of the area (elevation only ranges from 15 to 200 feet above mean sea level)
(USAF 2005).

No-Action Alternative
Under the no-action alternative, there would be no change to the current conditions at Travis AFB that would result in impacts to the geological characteristics
of the area or be affected by geological conditions.

Soils
Vegetation clearing and grading would increase the susceptibility of soils to erosion dwing construction and post-construction in areas that are not paved until
soils are stabilized. Again, due to the flat terrain in the area, minimal grading required, and that the project be construction is anticipated to occur during the dry
season, erosion is expected to be minor and the potential loss of soil insignificant.
Soils in the area are well drained, which would contribute to higher water absorption than run-off. As discussed in Section 4.7, Travis AFB will implement BMPs
described in its INRMP and Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan, as appropriate, to prevent, minimize, and control soil erosion. Implementation of dust control measures (when necessary). such as watering, would also protect soils from
wind erosion. As a result, temporary impacts to soil and potential loss of soils due
to erosion would not be significant.
There would be a pennanent impact to 5.30 acres of soil where paving will occur.
Topsoil would be salvaged in all areas disturbed by project activities and reused
for landscaping the project area. This increase in impervious surface would not
result in flooding or additional run-off during storm events due to limited extent
of paving and relatively flat topography of the project area Therefore, the project
would not result in a significant impact to soils.

No-Action Alternative
Under the no-action alternative, no activities would occur that would affect soils
in the project area

4.11 Indirect and Cumulative Impacts
The potential indirect impacts of the proposed project were addressed as applicable in the analysis of impacts to resources in the preceding sections. The project
is not expected to have significant, indirect impacts to resources in the project
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area. The project would not .result in growth-inducing impacts as it will not induce population growth or employment opportunities, or otherwise affect socioeconomics in the area.
Cumulative effects are most likely to occur when the proposed project is related to
other projects that may occur in the same or overlapping geographic location or at
the same or a similar time. The following questions were considered in identifying the potential for cumulative impacts in this EA:
Would the proposed project affect or interact with the same resources that have
been or would be affected by present or reasonably foreseeable actions? If so,
would the proposed project affect or be affected by the impacts of the other action?
If an interrelationship exists between the proposed project and other present or
reasonably foreseeable actions, are there any potential significant impacts not
identified when the proposed project is considered alone?
As discussed in Section 4 and swnmarized in Table 2-2, the project would not
impact cultural, geologic, or socioeconomic (and therefore environmental justice)
conditions or affect Travis AFB's pollution prevent and environmental restoration
programs. As a result, the project would not contribute to a cumulative effect to
these resources.
The project would have short-term, construction-related impacts to air quality,
noise, hazardous materials and waste management, water resources, biological
resources, transportation systems, and soils. Impacts to these resources in the
general project area could be magnified when combined with the other projects
proposed within one mile of the project (refer to Table 3-l 0 and 3-11 ). Construction of the projects planned in Suistm City would be similar to the proposed project. including limited grading and construction of buildings in a non-linear site.
'lberefore, it is anticipated that these projects would have similar, short-term resource impacts during construction. Travis AFB will implement measures and
best management practices to prevent and minimi7£ impacts and it is anticipated
that the proponents of the other projects would do the same. As a result, given the
temporary nature of construction related impacts and that the significance of such
impacts would be reduced through control measures, the cumulative effect of the
proposed projects and nearby projects on these resources is not anticipated to be
significant. The projects on Travis AFB are of a more linear nature that the proposed project and are anticipated to result in the generation of substantially more
waste (largely asphalt). Again, Travis AFB would implement measures to reduce
the construction impacts of these projects and properly dispose of waste, minimizing potential cumulative effects.
The project would also have a permanent impact on hazardous materials and
waste, water and biological resources, land use, transportation systems, and soils.
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The potential cumulative impacts to these resources in conjunction with the other
planned nearby projects include the following.
Hazardous Materials and Waste. The pennanent increase in hazardous materials and waste generated on-site during operation of the project would be minimal
and insignificant and the same is anticipated for the nearby projects. Therefore, a
significant cumulative impact is not expected.
Water Resources. The permanent impact to water resources is limited to the instaUation of culverts in the project area.. The other base projects, based on their
locations, are not anticipated to permanently affect any major waterbodies. As a
result, cumulative impacts to water resources are not expected to be significant.
Biological Resources. The project would result in the permanent loss of a small
area of vegetation. With the exception of the Peterson Ranch Housing Development which would disturb a fairly large area, the loss of vegetation at the other
project sites would also be limited. The other projects will occur in disturbed areas where vegetation is also not likely to be pristine due to historic and current
land use. ln the case of the projects on base, they would primarily occur in disturbed and paved areas. As discussed above, Travis AFB will landscape the area
to compensate for loss of vegetation and it is anticipated that the other projects
will also include landscaping. As a result, the cumulative loss of vegetation is not
expected to be significant.

The proposed project would result in the limited loss of potential habitat for CTS.
Travis AFB will implement measures to reduce impacts and potentially mitigate
lost habitat based on consultation with the USFWS. USFWS consultation regarding the other base projects will minimize and/or mitigate impacts to sensitive species. Therefore, while impacts may occur, the cumulative impacts should be reduced and mitigated to the extent feasible and cumulative impacts.
Land use. The project would permanently change the land use in the area from
agricultural to public use. The limited loss of agricultural land is not significant.
The other projects in Suisun City occur north of Peterson Road in developed areas
(within Solano County's urban growth limit) and will be compatible with land use
in the area. The total area ofland impacted by these projects is small (65.43
acres) when compared to the size of Solano Com1ty. The Peterson Ranch Housing
Development project is influenced by activities at the base given the proximity of
residences to the base. The proposed project would not introduce factors that will
affect land use compatibility in the area. The projects on Travis AFB would occur
within the base boundaries and would not affect land use. As a result, the cumulative impact to land use would not be significant.

Transportation Systems. The proposed project would benefit transportation in
the project area in the futme. The other planned projects are not expected to have
a permanent impact on transportation. Additional traffic on Peterson Road could
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impact business to the Hardware Store and Boat & RV Storage, located on or near
Peterson Road, due to increased congestion when accessing the businesses. However, as discussed above, Peterson Road is capable of accommodating a significant increase in traffic (Hanns 2005). Other transportation projects planned in the
area (refer to Section 3.11) would also improve the local transportation system.
As a result, the cwnulative impact would be positive.
Soils. The proposed project and planned projects in SuisWl City would impact
soils by converting area to impervious surface. Travis AFB will salvage valuable
topsoil and restore it to areas of temporary disturbance to promote revegetation
and the area that will be paved is Limited and local. The proposed project will be
designed to handle increased storm water rw1.-off associated with the impervious
area and drainage (i.e., to prevent flooding). It is anticipated that the other projects would also be designed to prevent impacts from storm water run-off and
flooding. The projects on Travis AFB would primarily occur in disturbed and
paved areas ad not impact soils. Therefore, the project would not contribute to a
cwnulative impact.

4.12 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
Unavoidable adverse impacts associated with the implementation of the proposed
action include the temporary disturbance to soils due to construction, temporary
increase in fugitive dust and air emissions during construction, potential shortterm traffic flow disturbance, and the permanent loss of minor wetland features on
the acquired parcel. The majority of these effects are short-term in nature and are
considered minor, since they would be confined to the immediate area. Environmental controls that will be implemented as part of the proposed action would
minimize these potential impacts (see Section 4.4 for suggestions on controlling
fugitive dust). In addition, with respect to the temporary traffic congestion at the
South Gate, it currently has the lowest gate counts of any gate at Travis AFB, and
is not used for personal vehicles.
The potential, permanent loss of wetland features due to the proposed action may
result from the construction improvements at the South Gate. This would be considered an unavoidable adverse impact, but could be mitigated through wetland
restoration, creation or enhancement to offset these potential negative impacts.

4.13 Relationship between Short-Term Uses and
Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity
The relationship between short-term uses and enhancement of long-term productivity from implementation of the proposed action is evaluated from the standpoint of short-term effects and long-term effects. Short-term effects would be
those associated with the land acquisition and construction improvements to the
South Gate entrance. The proposed action represents an enhancement of the longterm functionality of Travis AFB, allowing for improved access, security, and inspection safety.
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4.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of
Resources
An irreversible effect results from the use or destruction of resources (e.g., energy)
that cannot be replaced within a reasonable time. An irretrievable effect results
from loss of resources (e.g., endangered species) that cannot be restored as a result
of the proposed action.
Short·.:term irreversible commitments of resources would occur when implementing the proposed action. These include planning and engineering costs, building
materials and supplies and their cost, use of energy resources during construction,
labor, generation of fugitive dust emissions, and creation of temporary construction noise. Long-term irreversible commitment of resources would include the
potential impact to wetlands located on the parcel where construction activities
would take place. The impact would be irreversible, but would be mitigated
through wetland restoration, creation or enhancement Irretrievable commitments
of resources are those resources that would be lost for the life of the system.
These resources are limited to the minor loss of land for paving and additional
base structures under the proposed action.
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A.2 Construction Emissions: Fugitive Emissions From Construction Activities

Input Parameters I Assumptions
Acres affected:

Grading dayslyr:
Exposed dayslyr:
Grading Hours/day:
Soil percent silt, s:

3.0 acres/yr
21 dayslyr
21 days/yr graded area is t:Jtposed

8 hr/day
15 %
2 %
0.5 (SCAQMD recommendation)
5 milbr
(On-site)
5 ft

Soil percent moisture, M:
Fraction of TSP. J:
Mean vehicle speed, S:
Dozer path width:
Qty conslniCtion vehicles:
3 vehicles
On-site VMT/vehicle/day:
S mi/veb/day
(Excluding bulldozer VMT during grading)
Reference: CEOA Air Quality Handbook, SCAOMD, April1993.

1.7 VMT/acre
15 VMT/day
lOS VMT/acrc

Equations Used To Cak:ulate Mass/Unit Emission Factors (ComJcted for PM,o)
'

Empirical Equation
0 .75(s"l.5)1(M"1.4)
Grading
(0.60)(0.051 )S"2.0
Vehicle Traffic
(3.72/(M"4.3))*.6
Reference: Comptlataon ofAtr Pollutant Emis.saon Facwrs, USEPA AP-42:
Section 8.24, Western Surface Coal Mining (4th Edition)
Openrtion
Bulldozing

Units
lbslbr
lbsiVMT
lbsiVMT

AP-42 Section
(4th Edition)
8.24. Overburden

8.24, Overburden
8.24, Overburden.

itive em· .
Constf ctio ActJ hiesI
F
Emission Factor
Em•ssion Factor
Operation
(mass/ unit)
Operation Parameter
(lbslocrc)
Bulldozing
16.51 lbslbr
924.6 lbslacre
S6 hr/acre
Grading
o.n lbsJVMT
1.7 VMT/acre
1.3 lbslacre
11.6 lbslacrc
Vehicle Traffic
0.11 JbsiVMT
105.00 VMT/acrc
1 EmiSSIOI'I FactO! (!bslacre) • Emission Facwr (lbs per hour or VMl) • Ooeration Parameter lhO\I!'S ¢ VMT oer agel
E . '

Fact

F

F

!

Calculation of Annual Fugitive Emiaions from Construction Adivities
Graded
Source
Emission Factor
Acres/yr
Bulldozing'

Gradin~ 1
Vehicle Traffic

1

924.6 Jb$/acrc
1.3 lbslacre

3.00

3.00

11.6 lbs/acre

3.00

Exposed

days/yr

NA
NA
NA

Emissions
lbslyr

Emissions
tons/yr

2.n4

1.39

4

0.00

35

0.02

Erosion of Graded Surface~
26.4 lbs/acrelday
3.00
1,663
0.83
21
4,476
2.24
TOTAL
I
1 Total annual emlss1ons (TPY) = EmtSSIOO Factor (lbslacre) • affected acres ~ 2000 lbs per ton
2 Total annual emissions (TPY) from erosion= Emission Factor {lbs/acre) • days of construction· 2000 lbs per ton
3. Reference: CECA Air Quality Handbook, SCAOMD, April 1993.
Aaacbment l . Paae 2
OOibO>it~Scpodtolo
02:00 1~~0 1 ·81?$ 1
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ATTACHMENT A

Travis AJr Force Base
South Gate Entrance Improvements
CALCULATION OF EMISSIONS

A.1 Construction Emissions: Veh~ Engine E.x haust from Grading and Ma!erial Hauling Aetlvitia
Input Parametefs/Assumptiomr.

Tcxal Building Area:

Tocal Paved Area:
TOOl! Disturbed Area:

I ,200 ft2
75.000 ft2

3.00 acres

Construction Duratioo:
Annual Consttuctlon Activity:

I. 00 years
250 days/yT
1

Total Demolition:

0 ft

sourc:e: Travis AFB Traffic Study South Gate Design Concepl Cost &timale and Drawings

Exhaust From Construction Activities

Reference: Air Q11Dlity Thresholds ofSignificance, Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management Disl.ricl (SMAQMD). 1994 and Compilation ofAir Pollutanl
Emi.uion Facrors {USEPA AP-42) .
. I ROG=VOC.
2 Factors for grading equipment are calcul.a!ed from AP-42 for diesel engines using ratios with lhc NOx factors.
3 Grading Activities assumes the use of one trnckfd loader, one wheeled loader, and one ITlO!or grader for each I0 acres of d.isnubed area, used 8 hours per day.
4 Material Hauling Activities assumes lhe use of ooe loader and one haul uuck for each 10 acres of disrutbed area, used 8 bouts per day.

..

Tota1 Daily Vehicle Engine Exhaust Emissions From Construction Actitivin1

!Grading EQuipment
I
o.9 I
8.3 I
IMaterial Hauling
I
1.3 I
18.2 I
l
Total Emissions (l)a/dlly): I
2.1 I
26.51
1 Total Emissions Qbslday) EmissiOn Factor • Affected Acres

=

lllo00li!S6.WP.. ot .. m

t

"'"'ARJ ~.---..Ju.s •·..._.roc

•

o.s I
1.2 I

USI

•

1.8 1

0.7

3.91

1.3

5.71

2.0
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Executive Summary

This report presents results of a delineation of wetlands and waters of the United
States on an approximately 12.4·acre parcel (APN-174-190-06) being considered
for acquisition by Travis Air Force Base (AFB) in Solano County, Suisun City,
California (see Figure 1-1 for the regional location ofTravis AFB). The real
property is located immediately south of Peterson Road and adjacent to the
southwestern comer boundary ofTravis AFB. The parcel location is depicted in
Figure 1-2.
Ecology and Environment, Inc. preformed a delineation of wetlands and waters of
the United States in the proposed 12.4-acre parcel on September 19,2005, for
Jacobs Engineering. The delineation was performed using the routine on-site
determination method outlined in the United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) Wetland Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987).
The survey identified two wetlands wholly in the parcel (WWO l -00 1 and WWO 1003) and one wetland partially in the parcel (WWO 1-002) that contain all three
wetland parameters (hydrology, vegetation, and soils). ~Ibe total acreage of
delineated wetlands in the parcel is 0.0304 acre. The survey also identified one
agricultural drainage ditch (SSOl-00 1). The feature was dry at the time of the
survey, but in the event of flow, water would eventually drain into Union Creek.
The total acreage of the agricultural drainage ditch is 1.69 acres. The total
acreage of waters of the United States, including the wetlands and agricultural
drainage ditch, is I .72 acres.
These features are discussed in detail in the following report. The locations of the
delineated features are depicted on the aerial photograph provided in Figure 3-1.
Field survey data sheets and photographs of the delineated features are provided
in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively.
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Parcel Description
The real property considered for acquisition consists of an approximately 12.4acre parcel of land (APN-174-190-06) located at the southwestern comer of
Travis Air force Base (AFB) (see Figure 1-1), immediately south of Peterson
Road and adjacent to the base fence line (Mount Diablo Base and Meridian
Township 5 North, Rangel West, Section 34). Peterson Road leads to the South
Gate entrance ofTravis AFB. Figure 1-2 depicts the location of the parcel.
Travis AFB proposes to acquire this parcel to construct the proposed South Gate
Improvement Project. At this time, improvement activities are only planned in
the western, approximately 12.4-acre area of the parcel; however, additional
activities may be planned in other areas ofthe parcel in the future. See Figure l-3
for a visual depiction of the proposed land acquisition and the potential area of
impact for the South Gate Improvement Project. Improvements at the South Gate
entrance would allow Travis AFB to meet future traffic demands, improve gate
security, ensure personnel safety, provide a commercial truck inspection tacility,
and minimize traffic congestion, while ensuring entry control requirements.
lmprovements would include constructing a new truck inspection facility, bypass
lane for oversized vehicles, turnaround area for large trucks, and a covered twobay inspection site for contractor processing. A new gatehouse and shelter would
also be constructed to provide a place for drivers to use while their vehicles are
processed through the inspection facility or as they wait for a base escort. Other
elements of the inspection facility would include additional parking for staff
working at the South Gate entrance, a barrier to provide control of inbound and
outbound vehicles, and appropriate directional signs to guide drivers to appropriate locations.
E & E conducted the delineation of wetlands and waters of the United States in
the 12.4-acre parcel to identify the locations and extent of areas regulated by the
US ACE under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and the Regional
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) under Section 401. This report was
prepared to facilitate additional environmental analysis and permitting for Travis
AFB's planned South Gate Improvement Project.
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Regulatory Environment
2.1

Federal

The United States Congress enacted the CWA in 1972 to protect water quality by
regulating impacts to and discharges into ''Waters of the United States." Regarding wetlands and waters of the United States, Section 404 of the CWA delegates
regulatory authority to the USACE over actions that involve placing fill and/or
dredging in wetlands adjacent to navigable "Waters of the United States."
Section 10 of the CWA requires approval from the USACE prior to obstruction or
alteration of navigable waters.. In t 976, the USACE and EPA adopted the following regulatory definition of wetlands:
"Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground
water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that
under normal circumstances, do support a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and s imilar areas." (33
Code of Federal Regulations 328.3)
The USACE Wetland Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987) is
used to guide delineation of wetlands and other waters of the United States.

2.2 State
Section 401 of the CWA, requires each State Water Resources Quality Control
Board (SWRQCB) to review actions requiring federal permits to ensure that such
actions do not violate state water quality standards. This task is delegated by the
SWRCB to the local RWQCB, except for activities that occur in areas regulated
by more than one RWQCB. The RWQCB will issue a Section 401 certification
for actions found to comply with state standards. Conditions placed on the
issuance of a Section 40 I certification become part of the Section 404 permit
issued by the USACE.
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General Site Conditions

3.1

Hydrogeographic Setting

Surface Water
The nearest surface water feature is Union Creek, located approximately 0.5-mile
southeast of the parcel area. Union Creek flows into Hill Slough, which continues
to flow southwest and eventual joins Suisun Slough. Suisun Slough continues
southwest and either flows into Montezuma Slough via Hunter Cut or continues to
flow along the west side of Joice Island into Grizzly Bay.

Based upon review of aerial photographs, one unnamed drainage was identified in
the parcel. A survey ofthe parcel conducted on September 19,2005, confinned
that the drainage is an agricultural ditch, as discussed in detail in Section 5.
Groundwater
Groundwater resources in the vicinity of the property have been documented as
shallow (USAF 2003). Groundwater flows south to the Suisun Marsh, on to the
Suisun Bay, and eventually to the San Francisco Bay.
WeUands
National Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps were reviewed to identify mapped
wetlands in the parcel. No mapped wetlands were identified. A survey of the
parcel conducted on September 19, 2005, revealed three wetlands (see Figure 3-1)
that are discussed in detail in Section 5.

3.2 Vegetation
The vegetation community within the parcel consists of grasslands and pastureland with a variety of native and non native plant species. Field surveys completed in the summers of 2004 and 2005 identified several grass and noxious
weed species throughout the parcel. Common species observed included wild
oats (Avena sp.), rabbit-foot grass (Polypogon sp.), tarweed (Hemizonia sp.),
milkweed (Asclepias sp.), barley (Hordeum sp.), ryegrass (Lolium sp.), two
species of starthistle (Centaurea solstitialis and C. calcitrapa), knotweed (Polygonum sp.), pepperweed (Lepidium latifolium), bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon)
curly dock (Rumex crispus), sheep sorrel (Rumex acetosel/a), and clover (Trifolium glomeratum).
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3. General Site Conditions

3.3 Soils
The parcel is comprised of Antioch-San Ysidro (AoA) complex, as mapped by the
United States Department of Agriculture (see Figure 3-2). The AoA complex is
approximately 50% Antioch loam and 35% San Ysidro sandy loam, with the
remaining percentage consisting of Solano loam and Pescadero clay loam, the
later of which is listed as hydric. All of these soils have been described as having
very slow runoff. With the exception of the wetland areas described in Section 5,
soils across the property were consistent with the descriptions for the Antioch and
San Ysidro soils.
The surface layer soils for the AoA complex (0 to 5 inches) can be characterized
as a light brownish-gray (1 0 YR 6/2) loam with common, fine, distinct mottles
(10 YR 5/6). Below the surface layer soil (5 to 14 inches), soil is brown (10 YR
5/3) with few, fine, distinct mottles (10 YR 5/6). Moist soils for both layers are
described as strong-brown (1 0 YR 4/2 or 3/3). Soils for the Pescadero clay loam
at the surface (0 to 4 inches) are light brownish-gray (1 0 YR 6/2) with common,
fine, distinct mottles (I 0 YR 5/4). From 4 to 14 inches below ground surface the
soil is gray (10 YR 5/l} with no mottles. The Solano loam at the surface (0 to 4
inches) is light brownish-gray (10 YR 6/2) with few, fine distinct mottles (1 0 YR
5/8). Below the surface soil layer (4 to 9 inches), the soil is light-gray (10 YR 7/2
with few, fine, distinct mottles (10 YR 5/6).
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Delineation Methodology

4.1 General Methods
Ecology and Environment, Inc. (E & E) reviewed the following sources for
information relevant to this delineation:
•

United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7 .5-minute topographic maps;

11

NWI maps;

•

Soil survey data; and

•

Standard biological references and field guides.

Following this initial review, E & E conducted an on-site survey for wetlands and
waters of the United States using the routine on-site determination method
outlined in the USACE Wetland Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory
1987). Soil, hydrology, and vegetation data were collected at five sites; however,
only four of the sites ultimately occur within the parcel proposed for acquisition
as discussed in Section 5. Consequently, the remaining feature, an agricultural
drainage ditch identified outside of the parcel, is not discussed further in this
report. The boundaries of the wetlands were determined based on changes in
vegetation and site topography.
Delineated wetlands and waters of the United States were mapped, alphanumerically identified, and cross-referenced to the field survey data sheets for each
sample location (see Figure 3-1 and field data sheets in Appendix A).

4.2 Wetland Methodology
The boundary of wetlands is determined by examining the presence of hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils> and wetland hydrology. Under normal circumstances, all three of these parameters must be satisfied for an area to be considered
a jurisdictional wetland under Section 404 of the CWA. Methods used to evaluate
bydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland hydrology are described below.
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4. Delineation Methodology

Hydrophytic Vegetation
Hydrophytic vegetation is defmed as:
"The sum total of macrophytic plant life that occurs in areas where
the frequency and duration of inundation or soil saturation produce
permanently or periodically saturated soils of sufficient duration to
exert a controlling influence on the plant species present. The
vegetation occurring in a wetland may consist of more than one
plant community (wetland plant communities may contain plant
species that are Obligate [OBL], Facultative Wetland [FACW],
Facultative [FAC], Facultative Upland (FACU], Upland [UPL], No
Indicator [NI], and/or Not Listed [NL])" (Environmental Laboratory, 1987).
Hydrophytic vegetation was identified by visual observation of dominant plant
species (defined as plants that comprise 20% or more of the cover value observed
at a site). An area was considered to have hydrophytic vegetation when more
than 50% of the dominant species were Obligate (OBL), Facultative Wetland
(FACW), ofFacultative (FAC) (Environmental Laboratory 1987). At each
sample location there was no ovcrstory; therefore, vegetation was analyzed within
an approximately 5-foot radius of the sample location.
When plants could not be identified to species due to seasonal constraints or
impacts caused by land use, only the genus or plant community was listed. The
indicator of each species was confirmed using National List ofPlant Species that
Occur in Wetlands (Reed 1988).

Hydric Soil
Hydric soil is dcfmed as:
"A soil that is saturated, flooded, or ponded long enough during
the growing season to develop anaerobic conditions in the upper
part of its stratum." (Environmental Laboratory 1987)
Determination of hydric soil conditions was based on an assessment of soil
characteristics at each sample location inspected. A soil depth of 12-inchcs or
greater could not be obtained because the soil was extremely bard. A spade
shovel was inadequate to obtain sufficient soil depth; therefore, a pick-axe was
used at each sample location to assess soil matrix color, soil texture, and presence
of mottling or gleying. A maximum 8-inch depth was obtained using a pick-axe,
but a proper soil profile was impossible to collect because the soil would turn to a
fine powder or break into several small pieces. Soils analyzed from the test pit
were wetted before using the Munsell Soil Color Charts. The soil hue 1 value, and
chroma were determined using Munsell Soil Color Charts. Professional judgment
was used to determine whether the soil criteria were met at each sample location.
The natures of the soils were assessed using the Soil Survey for Solano County
(USDA 1977).
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4. Delineation Methodology

Wetland Hydrology
Wetland hydrology is defmed as:
"AlJ hydrologic characteristics of areas that are periodically inundated or have soils saturated to the surface at some time during the
growing season. Areas with evident characteristics of wetland hydrology are those where the presence of water has an overriding influence on characteristics of vegetation and soils due to anaerobic
and reducing conditions, respectively." (Environmental Laboratory 1987)
Wetland hydrology was determined to be present if the sample location had one
or more of the following characteristics:
11

Landscape position and surface topography (e.g., position of the site relative
to an upslope water source, a location within a distinct wetland drainage pattern, or concave surface topography);

•

Inundation or saturation for a long duration (either inferred based on field
indicators or observed during field surveys); and

•

Residual evidence of ponding or flooding (e.g., scour marks, sediment deposits, algal matting, or drift lines).
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6

Conclusions

This delineation of wetlands and waters ofthe Unites States covers 18.6-acres.
Travis AFB proposes to acquire 12.4 acres of that parcel in order to implement its
proposed South Gate Improvement Project. This report is limited to providing the
results of the field survey conducted byE & Eon September 19, 2005, which
identified a total of0.0304 acre of wetlands and 1.69 acres of agricultural drainage ditch for a total of 1.72 acres of wetlands and waters of the United States.
This report is intended for use by Travis AFB to consider the location of delineated features relative to planned activities associated with the South Gate Improvement Project in order to prepare further environmental studies and facilitate
environmental pennitting.
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DATA FORM
ROUTINE WETLAND DETERMINATION
(1987 COE Wetlands Delineation Manual)
Projed/Site: South Gate Improvement Project

Date: 19 Sept 2005

Applicant/Owner: Travis Air Force Base

County: Solano

Investigator: Noreen Roster

State: CA

Wetland No.: WWOJ..QOI (wetland)

Segment No.: NIA

Milepost: N/A

VEGETATION
Dominant ~nl Sll!l£ies

S!m!!!m

~

Domi!ll!!!l Plant Sne;ies

I. Polypqgon marilimu.f

Herb (SO%)

08L

6.

2. Triglochin sp.

Herb{JO%)

08L

7.

3. Rumu crispus

Hab{5%)

FACW-

8.

Herb (5%)

FACW

9.

4. Distich/is spicata

s. Baregrouod

~

JO.

N/A(IO%)

Pm:ent of Dominant Species !hal are 081.. FACW ex FAC (excluding FAC-): 414

=I~ of dominate species an: 081.. FACW ex FAC.

Remarks: Vcgcunion n:quircment i.s met using tbc SOIW aill:ria

HYDROLOGY
Do Noonal Circumstances exist on the site?

Yes 181 No D

Is the site significantly disturbed (Atypical Situation)?

YesO No181

Is the area a potential Problem Area?
(lf yes see additional form for ATYPICAL SITUATIONS)

Yes O

0

Rccaded Data (Describe in Remarlcs):
0 Storm. Lalce, or Tide Gauge
0 Aerial Pbolographs

Wetland Hydrology lndicarols:

Primary Indicators:

0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0ther

181_No ~Dam Available

Field Observatioos:
_ __ (m.)

Deplb ofFn:c Wan:r in Pit:

_ _ (in.)

Oepch to Saturated Soil:

_

Retnarlc.~:

No181

_ _ (m.)

Wetland hydrology is seasonal within the shallow pool.

Inundated

Saruralied in Upper 12 lncbcs
Warer Marks

Drift Lines
Sediment DeposiiS
Dr.!inagc Panems in Wetlands

Secondary lndicatcxs {2 or moce n:quircd):
Oxidized Rooc Olanncls in Uppa 12 Indies
Wata-Staincd Lea¥eS
Local Soil Survey Data

0
0

0
0

FAC-Neutral Test

181 Other (E.x_plain in Remarks)

Indicator

Wetland No.: WWOl-OOl(wetland)

SOILS

Milepost: N/A

Segment No.: N/A

Map Unit Name

(Series and Phase); Antiooh - San Ysidro Complex

Drainage Class: UNK

(0 to 2% slopes)

Confirmed Mapped Type? Yes D

No 1:81

Taxonomy (Subgroup): Typic Natrixeralfs
Family Fine. montmorillonitic., thermic

Profile Description:

Depth
{inches)

Horizon

Matrix Color
{Munsell Moist)

Mottle Colors
{Munsell Moist)

Mottle Abundance I Size I
Contrast

Texture, Concretions, Stntcture, etc.

(}.8•

A

IOYR4f2

IOYRS/6

ManyIFinc/Distinct

Fine sandy loam

llydric Soil Indicators:
D Histosol
D Histisic Epipedon
D Sulfidic Odor
D Aquic Moisture Regime
t8J Reducing Conditions
t8J Gleyed or Low-Chroma Colors

D
D
D
D

Concretions
l·ligh Organic Content in Surface Layer in Sandy Soils
Organic Streaking in Sandy Soils
Listed on Local Hydric Soils List
t8J Listed on National Hydric Soils List
D Other (Explain in Remarks)

Remarks: +An adequate soil depth could not be obtained because the soiU was hard-pan clay. The 8-inch depth was obtained using a pick-axe but a proper
soil_prolile was impossible to collect because the soil would turn to a fine powder or break into several small pieces.

WETLAND DETERMrNATION
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?
Wetland Hydrology Present?
Hydric Sotls Present?
Remarks:

Yes 1:81 NoD
Yes t8J NoD
Yes 1:81 NoD

Is this Sampling Point Within a Wetland? Yes t8J NoD

DATA FORM
ROUTINE WETLAND DETERMINATION
(1987 COE Wetlands Delineation Manual)
Project/Site: South Gate Improvement Project

Date: 19 Sept 2005

Applicant/Owner: Travis Air Force Base

County: Solano

Investigator: Noreen Roster

State: CA

Wetland No.: WWOl-001 (upland)

Milepost: NIA

Segment No.: N/A

VEGETATION
J&milll!!!l..f!!!lt ~IJE'.cics

SlnltUm

~

Domil!!!l!t Plant Soecies

I. llordtwn murinum

Herb(40%)

Upland

6.

Herb(JO%)

FAC-

7.

Herb(IO%)

?

8.

2. Rumu acerostlla
3. unknown s~cits
4.

SJmYm

9.
10.

5.

hrceot of Dominant Species lhal are OBL, FACW a- FAC (excluding rAC-): '1J3 = 66% of tbe dominant species are not 084 FACW or FAC.
Remarks: Vegelation rcquitt:mcnt was 001 ttiCl using the 5000 crileria.

HYDROLOGY

t8l

Do Nonnal Circumstances exist on the site?

Yes

Is the site significantly disrurbed (Atypical Situation)?

Yes0 No (81

ls the area a potential Problem Area?
(If yes see additional form for ATYPICAL SmJATIONS)

Yes0 No t81

0

Recorded Data (Describe in Remarks):

0
0
0

Wetland Hydrology lndicalors:
Primary Jndicata:s:
0 !nundaled
0 Satwak:d in Upper 121nchc:s
0WatcrMarlts
0 Drift Lines
0 Sedimmt Deposits
0 D!ainage Patterns in Wetlands

Storm. t.ake, or Tide Gauge
Aerial Photogru.pbs
Other

~No Recorded Dala Available

FJCid Observations:
Deplh ofSurface Water:

_ __ (in.)

Depth of Free Water in Pit:

_ _ (in.)

Depth to Satumed Scil:

_ __ (m.)

Remarks: No hydrology indicators presenc.

No D

Secondary !ndicata:s (2 or more required):
0 Oxidized Rool Cbannds in Upper 121nches
0 Water-Stained Leaves
local Soil Survey Data
FAC-Neuttal Test

0
0
0

Olber(Explain in Rc:marlcs)

~

Wetland No.: WWOl-OOL (upland)

SOILS

Milepost: N/A

Segment No.: N/A

Map Unit Name

(Series and P~): Antioch -san Ysidro Complex

Drainage Class: UNK

(0 to 2% slopes)

Confinned Mapped Type? Ycs O

No l8'l

Taxonomy (Subgroup): Typic Natrixeralfs
Family Fine, montmoriUonitic thermic

Profile Description:
Depth
(inches)

Horizon

Matrix Color
(Munsell Moist)

Mottle Colors
(Munsell Moist)

Mottle Abundance I Si~.e I
Contrast

Texture, Concretions, Structure, etc.

0-8•

A

IOYR4/2

IOYRS/6

Many/Fine/Distinct

Fine sandy loam

Hydric Soil Indicators:

0
0
0
0

l8'l
l8'l

0
0
0
0

Histosol
Histisic Epipcdon
Sulfidic Odor
Aquic Moisture Regime
Reducing Conditions
Gleycd or Low-Chroma Colors

l8'l

0

Concretions
High Organic Content in Surface Layer in Sandy Soils
Organic Streaking in Sandy Soils
Listed on Local Hydric Soils List
l.isted on National Hydric Soils List
Other(Explain in Remarks)

Remarks: • An adequate soil depth could not be obtained because the soil was hard-pan clay. The 8-inch depth was obtained using a pick-axe but a proper
soil profile was impossible to collect because the soil would turn to a tine powder or break into several small pieces.

WETLAND DETERMINATION
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?
Wetland I Iydrology Present?
Hydric Soils Present?

YcsO No l8'l
YcsO No l8'l
Yes I8'J NoD

Is this Sampling Point Within a Wetland? Yes 0

Remarlcs: Vegetation and site topography was the factor in detennining the wetland boundary.

No l8'l

DATA FORM
ROUTINE WEJLM'D DETERMINATION

(1987 COE Wetlands Delineation Manual)
Projea/Site: South Gate Improvement Project

Date: I9 Sept 2005

Applicant!Owner. Travis Ajr Force Base

County: Solano

Investigator: Noreen Roster

State: CA

Wetland 1'\o.: WWOJ-002 (wetland)

Segment No.: N/A

Milepost: NlA

VEGETATION
Domi!llll) ~ ~~

~

~

Dominan! ~ ~occies

I. Vuonica afUlgallis-aquotica

Herb(90%)

OBL

6.

Herb(JO%)

Upland

7.

2. llordtum marinum ssp. gussoneanum

3.

~

8.

4.

9.

s.

10.

Per-call of Dominant Species lhar are 081., FACW or FAC (excluding FAC-): Y, =509l> of dominant vegetation are 081., FACW or FAC.

.

Renwb: Vegetatioo requiremen1 was met using the 50120 criteria.

HYDROLOGY
Do Normal CircumstanceS exist on the site?

Yes [83 NoD

Is the site significantly disturbed (Atypical Situation)?

YesO Noe83

Is the area a potential Problem Area?
(If yes see additiOillll form for ATYPICAL SITIJATIONS)

Yes0 Nof81

0

Recorded Dala (Describe: in Remarks):
0 S1mn.l..ake. or Tide Gauge
D Aerial Phocographs
D Other

Wetland Hydrology lndicalors:
l'rlmary lndicarots:
0 Inundated
Saturated in Upper l21ncbes

0

0WataMarks
Drift lines
Sediment Deposits
Drainage Pattans in Wetlands

0
0
0

~No Recorded Data Available

Ficld Observations:

Depth of Surface WatEr:

~Indicators

_ _ _(in.)

Depth or me: wa~er ill Pic

_ _ (ill.)

l)epch to Satu1'3!ed Soil:

_ _ _ (in.)

Remarks: Weiland hydrology is seasonal within the shallow pool.

0

0

(2 or more teqllired):
Oxidized Rooc Channels in Upper 12 Illdlcs
Wa~er.Stained Leaves
Local Soil Survey Dala
FAC-Ncotrlll Test

0
0
I8J Other (Explain in Renwts)

~

Wetland No.: WWOl-002 (wetland)

SOILS

Milepost: N/A

Segment No.: N/A

Map Unit Name

(Series and Phase): Antioch - San Ysidro Complex

Drainage Class: UNK

(0 to 2% slopes)

Confirmed Mapped Type? YcsD

No[8]

Taxonomy (Subgroup): Typic Natrixeralfs
family Fine, montmorillonitic, thermic

Profile Description:

Depth
(inches)

Hori1.on

Matrix Color
(Munsell Moist)

Mottle Colors
(Munsell Moist)

Mottle Abundance I Size I
Contrast

Texture, Concretions, Structure, etc.

().6•

A

IOYR3/2

IOYRS/6

few/Fine/Faint

Fine sandy loam

Hydric Soil Indicators:
D
D
D
D
[8]
[8]

Histosol
Histisic F.pipedon
Sulfidic Odor
Aquic Mo~'tllre Regime
Reducing Conditions
Gleycd or Low-Chroma Colors

D
D
D
D
[8]
D

Concretions
I ligh Organic Content in Surface l..ayer in Sandy Soils
Organic Streaking in Sandy Soils
Listed on Local Hydric Soils List
Listed on National Hydric Soils List
Other (Explain in Remarks)

Remarks: • An adequate soil depth could not be obtained because the soi I was extremely hard. The 6-inch depth WdS obtained using a pick-axe but a proper
soil profile WdS impossible to collect because the soil would tum to a fine pov.'<lcr or break into several small pieces making it difficult to determine where
mottles began_

WETLAND DETERMINATION
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?
Wetland Hydrology Present?
llydrie Soils Present?

Yes [8] NoD
Yes[8] NoD
Yes [8] NoD

Is this Sampling Point Within a Wetland? Yes [8] NoD

Remarks: Vegetation and site topography was the factor in determining the wetland bow1dary.

DATA FORM
ROUTINE WE1l..AND DETERMINATION
(1987 COE Wetlands Delineation Manual)
Project/Site: South Gate Improvement Projea

Date: 19 Sept 2005

Applicant/Owner: Travis Air Force Base

County: Solano

Investigator: Noreen Roster

State: CA

Wetland No.: WWOI-002 {upland)

Milepost: NIA

SegmentNo.: NJA

VEGETATION
Dominant Plant S~es

~

Jndi<:atcr

Domi!l!!!l Plant Species

L Veronica anagallis-aquatica

Herb (I~)

OBL

6.

Herb(SO%)

Upland

7.

Hcrb(l~)

FAC-

8.

2. Hordeum 11111rimun up. gussoManum

3. Rumu acerosella
4.

Stratum

9.
10.

.5.

Pcta:nt of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW or FAC (acluding FAC-): 1/3 = 33'll> of dominate species wen: OBL FACW or PAC.

Rem.atks: Vegetation requirement was 001 met using the .5G'20 aiteria.

HYDROLOGY

E8l

NoD

Do Normal Cin:ulllSWICeS exist on the site?

Yes

Is the site significantly disturbed (Atypical Situation)?

Yes O

Is the area a potential Problem Area'!
{If yes see additional form for ATYPICAL SITUATIONS)

YesO No£8]

0

Wetland Hydrology fndicatm:
Prii'DIIIY lndicatm:
0 Inundated
0 Satumtcd in Upper 12 Indx:s

Recorded Data (Describe in Remuts):
0 Storm, Uke, or 1ide Gauge

0
0

No 181

Aerial Pllorographs

Other

ow~Matks
Drift Lines
SedimaJl Deposits
Drainage Patterns in Wetlands

0
0

~No Recorded Dara Available

0
Field Qb.<;ervations:
Depch of Sulfa:% Wa1r.e:
Depth of Fn::c Water in Pit:

(in.)

_

Depth to Sarumlcd Soil:
Remarics: No evidence o( hydrologic indicators.

_

(in.)
(in.)

Secondary Indicators (2 or IJlCI'e required):
0 Oxidizzd ROOI Chamds in Upper 12 lncbes
0 Warer-Siained Lea\Oes
local Soil Survey Data
FAC-Neutral Test

0
0
0

Other (Explain in RemaJks)

~tor

Wetland No.: WWOI-002 (upland)

SOILS

Milepost: N/A

Segment No.: N/A

Map Unit Name
(Series and Phase): Antioch -san Ysidro Complex

Drainage Class: UNK

(0 to 2% slopes)

Confirmed Mapped Type? YesO

No181

Taxonomy (Subgroup): Typic NatrixcralJs
Family Fine, montmorillonitic, thermic

Profile Description:
Depth
(inches)

Hori1.on

Matrix Color
(Munsell Mo1st)

Mottle Colors
(Munsell Moist)

Mottle Abundance I Size I
Contrast

Tcxture, Concretions, Structure, etc.

0-6*

A

IOYR312

IOYR5/6

Few/Fine/Faint

Fine sandy loam

Hydric Soil Indicators:

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Histosol
llistisic Epipcdon
Sulfidic Odor
Aquic Moisture Regime
181 Reducing Conditions
181 Gleycd or Low-Chroma Colors

Coocretions
High Organic Content in Surface Layer in Sandy S01ls
Organic Streaking in Sandy Soils
Listed on Local Hydric Soils l.ist
181 Listed on National Hydric Soils List
0 Other(Explain in Remarks)

Remarks: • An adequate soil depth could not be obtained because the soil was extremely hard. The 6-inch depth was obtained using a pick-axe but a proper
soil profile was impossible to collect because the soil would tum to a fmc powder or break into several small pieces making it difficult to determine where
mottles began.

WETLAND DETERMINATION
Ffydrophytic Vegetation Present?
Wetland Hydrology Present?
Hydric Sods Present?

YesO No181
YesO No181
Yes 181 NoD

Is this Sampling Point Within a Wetland? Yes 0

Remarks: Vegetation and site topography was the factor in determining the \vctland boundary.

No181

DATA FORM
ROUTINE \VETI.AND DETERMINATION

(1987 COE Wetlands Delineation Manual)
Projec:rJSite: South Gate Improvement Projcx:t

Dare: 19 Sept 2005

Applicant/Owner: Travis Air Force Base

County: Solano

Investigator: Noreen Roster

State: CA

Wetland No.: WWOl-003

Milepost: NJA

SegmentNo.: NJA

VEGETATION
Dominant~ S~ies

Stratum

Indicator

Doml!l!!!lt ~~ Soccics

I. upidium larifolium

Herb~)

FAC::W

6.

Hetb(IO%)

FAC

7.

2. Cynodon dactylon

3.

S!!!ll!m

8.

4.

9.

s.

10.

Ptra:m of Dominanl Species thai arc OBL FACW or FAC (excluding FAC-): 212 = IOO'l. of dominate species are OBL FACW or FAC

Remarks:- Vegetatioo requin:mcnt was mer using the 50120 cri~eria.

HYDROLOGY
Do Normal Circumst.ances exist on the site?

Yes~ No D

Is lhe site significantly disturbed (Atypical Situation)?

YesO No~

Js the area a potential Problem Area?
(Jf yes see additional form for ATYPICAL smJATIONS)

Yes0 No181

0

Recorded Da!a (Describe in Remarts):
0 Storm, Lake, or Tide Gauge
0 Aerial Pbotographs

Wetland Hydrology lndicatus:

Primary Indicators:

0

~.No Recudcd Dala Available

Field Observations:
Depth of Surface Water.

_ _ _(in.)
_ _ (in.)

Depth lO Salurnted Soil:

Inundated

~ Sal11131i:d in Upper 12 lncbes
0 Water Masks
0 Drift lines
0 Sediment Deposits
0 Drainage Patterns in Wetlands

OO!h::r

_ _ _ (m.)

Renwts: Soil was moist a1 the time of the definea1ion.

Secondary lndicatcJrS (2 or more required):
OxidUI:d Root Channels in Upper 12 Inches

0
0

0
0
0

Water-Stained Leaves
Local Soil SLII'Ve}' Da!a
FAC-Neull3l TCSI

Other (Explain in Remarks)

~

Wetland No.: WWOI-003

SOILS

Milepost: N/A

Segment No.: N/A

Map Unit Name
(Scrie$ and Phase): Antioch -sun Ysidro Complex

Drainage Class: UNK

(0 to 2% slopes)

Confirmed Mapped Type? YesD

No 181

Taxonomy (Subgroup): Typic Natrixeralfs
Family Fine, montmorillonitic, thermic

Profile Description:
Depth
iinche.V_

llorizon

Matrix Color
(Munsell Moist)

Mottle Colors
(Munsell Moist)

Mottle Abundance I Si1.e I
Contrast

Texture, Concretions, Structure, etc.

0-12

A

IOYR312

lOYR516

Few/Fine/Faint

Fine sandy loam

Hydric Soil Indicators:

0

0

Histosol
D llistisic Epipedon
D Sulfidic Odor
D Aquic Moisture Regime
181 Reducing Conditions
181 Gleycd or Low-Chroma Colors

Concretions
D High Organic Content in Surface layer in Sandy Soils
D Organic Streaking in Sandy Soils
D Listed on Local Hydric Soils List
181 Listed on Nationalllydric Soils List
D Other (F..xplain in Remarks)

Remarks: Soil was moist at the time the delineation was performed.

WETLAND DETERMINATION
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?
Wetland Hydrology Present?
I lydrie Soils Present?

Yes 181 No D
Yes~ NoD
Yes 181 NoD

Is this Sampling Point Within a Wetland? Ycs 1ZJ No 0

Remarks: Vegetation and site topography \vas the fuetor in determining the wetland boundary.

STREAM DATA SHEET

Couoty: Solano

Stream Name: Agricultural drainage ditch (10. #: SSOl-001)

Date: 19 Sept 05

Stationing Number: NIA

Observers: Noreen Roster
Other

Phot()2raph number:
Distance surveyed from road centerline: N/A
StreamFlow

Perceptible F1ow

( 1 yes I X]

Stream F1ow Direction

Bottom Characteristics

Probed Stream Depth Substrate
Type
(U' possible)

DO

N/A

StreamJ'ype

[ ) Alluvial
[ ]

Wash

[ ] Spring·run
[ X ]Caoal

Stream Width (ft) (water's edge to water's edge) 0 feet

(X)0-6"
[ ) 7-12"

Stream Width (fl) (baak to bank) Average width 25 feet

[ ) 13. 24"
25- 36"

[ ]
( ]

37" +

Kight Bank*
0-3' High

l J

[1
I1
I I

0 - 20% (0-11 ")
ll • SO% (12-27")
51 • 100% + (38-45°)
100"'+(46"+)

[ 1

Bedrock
Gravel

[ ) Sand
(X) Sile/Clay
l ] Organic

Aquatic Habitat

Bank lleililit and Slooe
LeftBanic-

(1

(]

[l
( )
[ ]

[
[
[
[

]
)
)
]

Sand bar
Sand/gravel beach/bar
Mud bar
Overhanging trees/shrubs
r 1 Gravdrimes
( ] Deep poollhole
( ) Aquatic vegetation
[ X ] Associated wetland
vegetation

Water Quality
Clarity:
[ )

[ J
[ ]

r1

Clear
Slightly turbid
Turbid
Very turbid

Color:
_ _ (if other than dear)

Riparian Vegetation

J.6'High

I)
rl

[X]

(J

0 - 20% (0..11°)
21 -SO% (12-27°)
51 • 100% (38-45°}
100% (46°+)

Trees:
[ )

{)
(X]
r1

Shrubs:

Herbaceous:. Hordeum matinum §§B.. oussoneanum, Po!ypogon
msritimus, PolvrxxJOn mons(l!t,liensis, Pof:t.gg_num
arenastrum and Lolium multiflorum.
Aquatic Organisms Sighted

6' + High
( ]

[1
[ J
( ]

(l

0 - 20% (0..11°)
21 • SO% (12-27°)
51 • 100% (38-•W)
100% (4€!0 +)

EYidence of Erosion? r!one
*Direction when facing downstream

Waterfowl

[ )

( 1 F"JSb

[1

[ ]
( )

[ ]

I J

()

Snakes
Turtles
Frogs

( )

Jn~ertebrates

[ 1.

Other

TIE Species
Suitable Habitat:
{] Yes (X]No
Description of habitat and
species.
No observations of aquatic
organisms or TIE species.
Water feature was not
flowing.

Comments: An agricultural drainage ditch traverses the project site running east west along the northern portion of
the site and then proceeds south on the east west sections of the project.
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TravisAfB
November 200S

TRAVIS AIR fORCE BASE

View of agricultural drainage ditch along the north boundary of the parcel looking west
down Peterson Road.

SS01-001 West Boundary of Property

View of agricultural drainage ditch along the west boundary of the property looking south.

TRAVIS AIR fORCE BASE
Solano County, California

View of small wetland/vernal pool adjacent to SS01-001 in the northeastern portion of the
parcel. The buildings in the picture are associated with the existing South Gate entrance.

WW01-002 Wetland

View of wetland/vernal pool located along the southern boundary of the parcel, which is
located to the right of the tree. The majority of WW01-002 is located south and outside of
the parcel boundary.

TRAVIS A IR FORCE BASE
Solano County. California

WW01-003 Wetland

View of the wetland located south of the house near the western boundary of the parcel,
which consists of pepperweed (Lepidiurn latifolium) and bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon).

S$01-001 Agncultura l Oraanage 01tch

View looking south along SS01-001 (drainage ditch on the right side of the photograph)
aO)Bcent to the eastern boundary of the parcel. The drainage adch on the left side of the
photograph is just outside of the parcel boundary and in Travis AFB.
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
At the request of Ecology & Environment, Inc., Garcia and Associates has completed a cultural resource
survey of two separate parcels for the installation of a new entrance gate at the south corner of Travis Air
Force Base, Solano County, California. The two separate parcels include a 13.63 acre parcel and a 4.97
acre parcel, totaling approximately 18.6 acres. All work was performed in accordance with specifications
outlined in the revised scope-of-work and the installation's lntegrated Cultural Resources Management
Plan (ICRMP 2003).
The cultural resource survey in the 13.63 acre parcel was conducted using parallel transects at varying
intervals (15-25 m) to ensure adequate coverage. A cursory inspection was perfonned within the 4.97
acre parcel.
The goal of the cultural resource survey was to detennine the presence or absence of historic properties
within the project area and to assess the significance and integrity of any identified properties.
No historic properties were identified in the project area. This project will therefore have no adverse
effect on historic properties.
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t.O INTRODUCTION
At the request of Ecology and Environment, lnc., Garcia and Associates conducted a cultural resource
survey of two separate parcels for the installation of a new entrance gate at the south comer of Travis Air
Force Base (Travis AFB), Solano County, California. The two separate parcels include, a 13.63 acre
parcel and a 4.97 acre parcel, totaling approximately 18.6 acres. The project area is currently on private
property, and is proposed to be purchased by Travis AFB.
The cultural resource survey was performed in accordance with the revised scope-of-work, under Ecology
& Environment, Inc.'s contract with the Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence. Garcia and

Associates conducted the survey on 19 September 2005. John A. Peterson, PhD, wa.c; the Principal
Investigator and Cassidy R. DeBaker, BA, was the field director for the project.
Research objectives for the project were to determine the presence or absence of significant historic
properties, to assess the nature and chronology of historic sites and/or features, and to assess the
significance of any sites identified. These objectives were pursued in accordance with Sections 106 and
110 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended. and the Secretary of the Interior's
Guidelines for Historic Preservation.
1.1 SURVEY AREA DESCRIPTION

The project area is located within the City of Suisun, California on 18.6 acres of agricultural land adjacent
to Travis AFB (Figures 1 and 2). Travis AFB is approximately 45 miles northeast of San Francisco and
40 miles southwest of Sacramento in Solano County. The project area lies directly south of Travis AFB,
extending parallel to the eastern stretch of Peterson Road (see Figure 2). Peterson Road is currently the
main access road to the existing south gate entrance to Travis AFB. This location has been significantly
modified over the last century through the expansion of agricultural and ranching developments as well as
the construction of major roadways.
A pedestrian survey was conducted along transects spaced at 15- 25 m intervals over I 00% of the 13.63
acre parcel. A cursory inspection was pcrfonned within portions of the triangular 4.97 acre adjacent
parcel (Figure 2). Although the 4.97 acre parce1 was not included in the project scope-of-work. a minimal
walk-through was conducted.
2.0 BACKGROUND
The following sections provide detailed infonnation on the environmental, cultural, historical, and
archaeological context of the survey area. The first section reviews the environmental context within the
project area. Following this is an overview of prehistoric and historic period land-use. Finally, a summary
of previously recorded cultural resources at Travis AFB is presented.
2. t ENVIRONMENTAL

The project area is currently utilized for livestock grazing. The environmental setting in and around the
project area consists of riparian wetlands, wet meadows, vernal pools, and grasslands. The predominate
habitat in the project area is grassland (Figw'es 3 and 4); however, a few small areas of scrub/shrub
wetlands have been identified. Several types of grassland species are abundant in the project area
including, soft chess, Italian ryegrass, Zorro fescue, wild oat, ripgut brome and Harding grass
(Environmental Assessment Anti-Terrorism/Force Protection 2003). Prior to agricultural and ranching

developments, this area was part of a larger tidal wetland habitat. Union creek, just south of the project
area, extends northeast to southwest.
The project area is situated on Quaternary bay sediments characterized by unconsolidated silty clays at
the surface and silts and fme sands at 4.5 to 6 meters deep (HQ AMC 2003). The soil type is Antioch
Loam, described as a moderately well drained soil ranging in color from yellowish brown ( lOYR 5/6) to
pale brown (lOYR 6/3) (USDA 1977). The lower soil layers are extremely dense and compact, resulting
in slow permeability. Average annual rainfall in the project area is approximately 16 to 18 inches with
most rain falling between the months of December and February (USDA 1977).

Figure 1. Aerial orthophoto showing California and the project area
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Figure 2. Project area location (portion of 1:24000 USGS Denverton Quadrangle).
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figure 3. Overview of project area, view northeast.

Figure 4. Overview of project area, view south.
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2.2 CULTURAL
2.2.1 Prehistoric Overview
Investigations into the prehistoric sites of aboriginal peoples of California dating from approximately
4,000 BP (before present) to present have allowed archaeologists to document bow these early groups
might have lived. Very early sites, such as those dating from 10,000 to 11,000 BP, are less wellrepresented in the arcbacoJogical record. According to the Travis AFB ICRMP (2003:3-2):
The lack of such sites may be attributable to the limited preservation of charcoa~ bone and shell and
the strong probability that some early coastal sites have been inundated or eroded away by a rising sea
level. Conversely, interior sites may be deeply buried by alluvial and colluvial sediment(;.

Known archaeological sites reveal an apparent shift from game animal to plant food subsistence after
6000 BP. Artifacts such as hand stones, milling stones, mortars and pestles, muliers, chipped stone tools,
bone implements, and shell omam.cnts began to appear about 3000 BP (ICRMP 2003:3-4):
for example in the San Francisco Bay region mollusks seem to have been most important, while in the
Santa Barbara area the entire range of marine adaptation developed. including pelagic fishing,
mollusk gathering, and sea-mammal hunting. The rich acorn resources in aU parts of California
brought about a change in grinding implements, with food processing implements such as milling
stones for small seed grinding, and stone-bowl mortars, hopper-slab mortars. or bedrock mortars
ultimately gaining predominance in different areas The bow and its lighter tipped arrows were
probably introduced around I ,500 to 2,000 years ago (Elsasser 1978).

The development of "regional prehistoric cultures" in California began approximately 2500 BP (Elsasser
1978). Archaeologists often refer to these regional prehistoric cultures as falling within five separate
areas: Central California, North Coast Ranges, Northwestern California, Sierra Nevada, and Southern
California Coast. The project area is Located in the Central California region, which includes the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta area and the San Francisco Bay area. The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta
area is described as having (ICRMP 2003:3-4):
. .. variable terrain, including grassland, timberland, and woodland and chaparral in the foothills of
the Sierra and in the Coast Range. Particularly given the presence of the delta, the area was
enonnously rich. Thus, a full range of staple foods was available to the early cultures, such as
antelope. tu.le elk, deer, water birds, and fish for game, and the all-important acorn. Judging from the
number of sites and the richness of artifacts found in them, the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta region
must have been an innovative center of cultural development.

2.2.1.1 Tbe Southern Patwin
At the time of Spanish contact, circa AD 1750, it is estimated that more than 500 tribelets occupied
California. The Patwin formed the southernmost territory of the Sacramento Valley and the Southern
Patwin occupied the area specifically in and surrounding Travis AFB. The Wintun, a division of the
Penutian-spcaking Indians of the Sacramento Valley region. include the Nomlaki and Patwin Indians.
Patwin village sites have been noted near Suisun City, Napa, and Vacaville (HQ AMC 1995). The
Southern Patwin are acknowledged for "pitted hamme(Stones" and wooden mortars (ICRMP 2003:3-6).
In terms of resource exploitation (ICRMP 2003:3-7):
The Patwin were intensive bunters and gatherers, exploiting a variety of resources. Migratory fish
(salmon and steelhead trout) were harvested from the Sacramento River; and fowl were taken from
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the rivers and marshes. Deer, tule elk, and pronghorn were hunted in the grasslands; the meat was
then dried and pounded with a short pestle. Buckeyes and acorns were shelled, ground into a flour
using a mortar and pestle, leached to remove the tannic acid, and then used to make bread, mush, and
soups. Grass-seeds, corms, bulbs, greens, sunflower seeds, and blackberries were staples in the Patwin
diet. Wild tobacco was used for ritual and medicinal purposes.

In the 19th century malaria and small pox had severely reduced Southern Patwin populations. By the
1920s Southern Patwin peoples had left the Central Valley region (lCRMP 2003:3-5).

2.2.2 Historical Overview
The arrival of the Spanish into California in 1750 is commonly referred to as the Spanish Mission Period.
The Spanish occupied California for 80 years, establishing missions throughout the land and developing
the first European irrigation methods for agriculture. By the 1830s Spanish rule was replaced by Mexican
rule followed soon after by incorporation into the United States. Land-use and resource exploitation
changed rapidly during this period (ICRMP 2003:3-8):
The face of California agriculture was altered significantly in the 1840s with the end ofMexican rule
and the coming of American statehood, especially with the flood of immigrants that began entering
the state in 1849 after the discovery of gold in the Sierras (Paul 1973: 18). Cattle ranching brought in
steady profits for the rancheros as growing cities and the gold rush provided a market for the beef
(Jelinek 1979:24; Liebman 1983:8).

While cattle ranching began to spread, the demand to feed miners in nearby San Francisco and
Sacramento became a concern. Cereal grain, predominately wheat cultivation, provided a steady food
supply to the region. By 1903, farmers could no longer keep up with the rising rate of wheat conswnption
and began importing wheat into Cal ifornia (ICRMP 2003:3-9):
The end of the wheat bonanza could have been fatal to the health of California agriculture had not a
specialty crop industry developed. By the late 1860s, viticulture and orchard crop production had
expanded throughout the state. Initially, production in Northern California centered on apples, but
later expanded to include plums, peaches, apricots, and pears (Jelinek 1979:51- 53).

2.2.2.1 Solano County
Jose Francisco Armijo received a land grant in the Suisun and Tolenas valleys in 1839, what would later
become Solano County. [n 1842, the Vaca and P'e ria families received land grants centered on the Lagoon
and Vaca valleys in the northern part of what would become Solano County. John Wolfskill, also in 1842,
settled a land grant on Putah Creek in the future Solano County (lCRMP 2003:3-9).
By 1875 agriculture remained economically strong, however tufa and basalt quarries began to employ an
enormous portion of Solano County's population. Before the quarry industry tapered off in the early
1900s, Solano County provided stone for San Francisco's construction needs.
The tirst state highway constructed between 1912 and 1914 went directly through Solano County.
Population in the city of Fairfield increased dramatically during this time as the majority of agricultural
land to the west had previously been purchased. The Depression in the 1930s decreased the farming
industry by as much as tifty percent (ICRMP 2003:3-10):
The area around Travis AFB appears to have been minimally affected by these events which had a
greater impact in the towns and rich agricultural lands located further to the south and west along the
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Sacramento River delta and in other areas of the greater Sacramento Valley. Grazing. with perhaps
some secondary grain cultivation, remained the principal land use of the immediate Travis area until
1942.

An aerial photo dated 25 August 1937 reveals an extensive amount of grazing tract and agriculture land in
the project area (figure 5). After the construction of Travis AFB in 1942, originally intended to be used as
a temporary bomber base, construction efforts began to expand. It became clear that the Travis AFB site
was an excellent air transport location because of prevailing winds. By 1957, Travis AFB obtained the
mission of centralized maintenance for all 5th BW aircraft (ICRMP 2003:3-33). Aerial photos from this
period indicated that land-use in the present project area had remained quite constant (figure 6).
Currently, Travis AFB is the home of the Fifteenth Expeditionary Task Force, 6 15lh Contingency
Response Wing and 601lt Air Mobility Wing and remains at the same location since its construction in
1942.

2.3 CULTURAL RESOURCES AT TRAVIS AFB
The Integrated Cultural Resource Management Plan (ICRMP 2003) identified ten archaeological sites on
Travis AFB (Table 1). The sites consisted of three prehistoric and seven historical sites. All seven
historical sites arc ineligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). Out of the ten recorded
archaeological sites on Travis AFB, none are located near the current project area.

t

I

I

Figure 5. DetaiJ of 1937 aerial photo showing project area and Union Creek.
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Figure 6. Detail of 1957 aerial photo showing project area and Union Creek.

Table l. Archaeological Sites on Travis AFB (from HQ AMC 2003:3-66)
Site

Description

Occupation Date

Status

CA-Sol-313

Lithic Site

Unknown

Disturbed, destroyed for construction

CA-Sol-314

Lithic Site

Unknown

Data recovery, destroyed for conStruction

CA-CCo-252

Shell midden

Unknown

Destroyed or located off T AFB

CA-Sol-383/ H

Historic road

Early 20111 Century

Unknown

TAFB-H-02

Farmstead

Late 19'"' Century

Not NRHP Eligible

TAFB-U-03

Farmstead

Late J 9111 Century

Not NRHP Eligible

TAFB-H-05

Fannstcad

Late 19th Century

Not NRHP Eligible

TAFB-H-11

Fannstead

Disturbed/U n.known

Not NRHP Eligible

TAFO-H-18

Fannstead

Early 20th Century

Not NRHP Eligible

t'annstcad

111

Not NRHP Eligible

Golf Course

Early 20 Century
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3.0 FIELD METHODS
3.1 PRE-FIELD
Pre-field investigations included a review of historical maps, aerial photos and soil classification maps.
These sources revealed an extensive amount of ranching and agricultural activities within and around the
project area beginning in the 1900s. A letter was sent to the California Native American Heritage
Commission to provide notification of the undertaking and to request infonnation on issues that may be
of concern to Native American parties. The Native American Heritage Commission responded that they
have no record of the presence of Native American cultural resources in the project area.

3.1.1 Records and Literature Search
A record and literature search was conducted to facilitate the preparation of an overview of pre-historic
and historic era land-usc within and immediately surrounding the project area. Included in the search was
the California Inventory of Historical Resources (California Department of Parks and Recreation 1976),
and the California Office of Historic Preservation's Five Views: An Ethnic Historic Site Survey for
California, California Historical Landmarks, California Points of Historical Interest, and the Historic
Properties Directory Listing. The Historic Properties Directory Listing includes the National Register of
Historic Places and the California Register of Historical Resources, and the most recent listings (through
8 February 2003) of the California Historical Landmarks and California Points of Hjstorical Interest.
The literature review found that no cultural resources within the study area were listed in these
inventories. The record and literature search did indicate that portions of the study area have been
previously surveyed for cultural resources (Table 2).
Cultural resource survey S-005167 encompasses the southern half of the current study area. According to
this study, the southeastern comer of the S-005167 study area contains "historically significant structures
of the Scandia Road Ranch" (Chavez 1982). No subsequent literature was found referencing these
structures. The S-005 167 report indicates no evidence of cultural resources encountered within the present
study area. This report was not fmalizcd, indicating a subsequent report was to be filed. No report was
found.
Cultural resource survey S-015632, performed by Argonne National Laboratory, encompassed the
northern half of the current project area. Historic properties were identified during the study, however,
few of the referenced 1945 buildings remain. Two prehistoric sites were identified ncar vernal pools, but
are situated well outside the present project area.

Table 2. Previous Investigations In Project Area
Reference

Survey No.

Description

Chavez 1980

S-005167

No cultural resoun:cs identified

Argonne National Laboratory 1992

S-015632

Two prehistoric sites identified near vernal pools in
1984,1ocatcd outside the current project area.
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3.2 IN-FlELO

A pedestrian survey was conducted utilizing parallel transects at varying intervals (15- 25 m) across the
13.63 acres to ensure adequate coverage. Most of the parcel area, however, is covered by a tbkk blanket
of a variety of grassland species (see Section 2.1) preventing ground surface visibility. Due to this
circumstance, an alternative survey method was necessary. Removing sections of vegetation by hand was
an approach used to sample small areas for ground visibility.
A cursory inspection was performed within portions of the 4.97 acre parcel. Although the 4.97 acre parcel
was not part of the scope-of-work. a minimal walk through was conducted.
Cultural resource survey and recordation procedures were documented in a daily log. The daily log
compiled personnel data and field observations of the survey area including topography, vegetation,
locational information, site interpretations, and preliminary site significance evaluations.
Identified cultural resources were to be documented on standard site forms, sketched, photographed, and
located with OPS. The reconnaissance level survey was to identify and record basic characteristics of
cultural resources including site type, number of features, aerial dimensions, construction methods,
probable cultural affiliation and function, observed artifacts and general condition of the site. Recordation
would facilitate preliminary determinations of potential site significance and an assessment of the need
and potential value of future archaeological investigations.
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
No historic properties were identified within the project area. Inspection of ground surface and shovel
probes conducted by Ecology and Environment, Inc wetland specialist, Noreen Roster, indicated that
there was little likelihood of subsurface cultural resources. The soil consists of very hard packed clay silt
loam and all exposures yielded no evidence of cultural material.
An agricultural ditch, extending north to south through the western portion of the project area and then
turning east, parallel to Peterson Road, was documented and photographed. Inspection of historical aerial
photographs from 1937 (see Figure 5) and 1957 (see Figure 6) show no evidence of an agricultural ditch
system within or around the project area from those periods. The USGS I :24000 Denverton Quadrangle
compiled in 1980 indicates that this ditch system was added to the map based on aerial photo revisions
from 1978 (see Figure 2). Contour revisions and field check for the previous USGS Denverton
Quadrangle map were compiled in 1953. Therefore, the ditch system was constructed between 1953 and
1978, and is not an historic property.
Mr. Maher, the current property owner, was contacted via telephone on 27 September 2005 by Garcia and
Associates archaeologist Cassidy DeBaker. Mr. Maher communicated that the ditch system may have
been constructed by Travis AFB for the release of excess treated sewage water, prior to the construction
of the base's Sewage Treatment Plant. Robert C. Holmes, Cultural Resources Manager at Travis AFB,
contacted the Restoration branch to investigate the use of the ditch system by Travis AFB. The
Restoration branch has no data on the ditch being used for any water generated by the base. Furthermore,
it is extremely unlikely Travis AFB ever discharged water to this ditch since to do so would have required
3 miles of piping. No records indicate that the water from the water treatment plant was ever discharged
to this ditch.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
A cuJtural resource survey was conducted by Garcia and Associates for the installation of a new gate
entrance at the south comer of Travis AFB.
Research objectives for the project area were to determine the presence or absence of significant cultural
resources, to assess the nature and chronology of cultural sites and/or features, and to assess the
significance of the cultural resources identified. These objectives were pursued in accordance with
Sections 106 and II 0 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended. and the Secretary of
the Interior's Guidelines for Historic Preservation.
No historic properties were identified within the 13.63 acre project area. No historic properties were
identified within the adjacent 4.97 acre parcel, however, due to the cursory nature of the inspection, it is
recommended that any future work in the area should require additional cultural resources investigation.
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APPLICABLE, ANNOTATE YOUR COMMENTS ON 60 AMW FORM 149 AND AITACH TO TinS REVIEW
RECORD (FILL OUT ALL APPLICABLE BLOCKS). IF USING ONE CONTINUOUS FORM FOR SEVERAL
INDIVIDUALS, CLEARLY ANNOTATE YOUR NAME NEXT TO YOUR COMMENTS. ONCE YOU HAVE
[REVIEWED AND MADE COMMENTS, PERSONALLY HAND DELIVER TinS TO THE NEXT REVIEWER; CEV
IS COMMITIED TO CUSTOMER SATISFACTION, WE STRIVE TO RETURN AN ANSWER IN ONE BUSINESS
WEEK.

PROJECT TITLE: C-17 UTILITIES/ROADS/LAND ACQUISITION AT
£' .a.T'E'

CEV'S SUSPENS'E: 12 MAR 04

RECEIVED: 27 FEB 04

AcriON OFFICE

MSgt Santiago/Rudy Pontemayor
4-7134/4-8354
Chief of Programs, Capt Frost
4-7417

I 04-28
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CEVR MARK SMITH. 4-3062
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Air Force Form 1391

E- 1

60th Civil Engineer Squadroa
Travis Am
Dcccmbcr 200S

z.

1.~

DATE

3 . .IHSuu.M'ION .1UID .LOCAl'ION

f, PROJBC'l' TlTt.!l

'BAVXB Ull l'CRCB SASZ, CALUcnuca

C- 17 UTII.ITIRS/ RO.a.D$/LoliiP ACQQlU"tt<ll'r

6. OT.EOORY COD~

S. PIIOG1WC Et.IIJG2lr

115l.-U7

U.l30

8.

7 • PII.O.mCT NUH!I!2

P~

COST ($000)

12,84-t

mATOUOU

COST
. T'l'!rlf

U,1Sl

C- 17 tn':tW'Z'US/JtOAJ)S

SOtJTH GaTa OTILITiltS

GA'X'EIIOOillit

176

(

s

16,000

(

38

a,uo

(

BO'ITI'll c::A"n W:GII'l'INO

335

80tl'l'll G'lJI OHOPY
satn11 QI.'D 'YD%CLE

~INO

1,080

.OS

S atml CAU PDL1> OPP'le2

(

362 )

2,250

sso l
,s)

(

350)

(

101)
(

SOU'.DI GArB COHMVNIO.TtOlG

'

"'

~ICAl.

2,)27

757

(

WJ.'!'J!Jt

',.l:U

14.1

(

Sotml QISB POS1' MDtlRn'O MDU!OR.S

trr:u.nu:s/DR.AI.l17.12

(

cu

~a.noers

)

350 )

1. 762 )
1 . 031 )
(

5!15)

(

395)

2,348

16t

4, 91CI
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(
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(
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10. llaa cription of Propo1ed Ccnab:'uetie:u const:.ruce gate and uti.litiel a t. haddawll
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Ada~aco roadwaye and tr~ffio c~t~l to pe~ e ~4te &ad attie~~e er~ffic

1. <."'m'ONI!ln'
AI:a PORCK

I

5, P.ROGIWC iLDtD'r

6. CATEGORY CODE

7. PllOJUC.'l' WMIIBR

9. PII.OJSC'l'

($000)

u.au

X!l.U'043012

UllO

con

f1- ~o~wb the ba.. ~:o tn>ppO>:t tlw incr. .aad b:a~tic fJ.~ of h-vy ccmatructioD.
eqlti,p:lant ueoe iat.od With tho C•l7 beddowft. Maq\l&te r oadwaya i.Da.luda curhi1>~, •to:u
dra.!Dage an.S rewl4vq 11~ht!A!l. Adeqtuate utillt.S.,.. le.l~, gae, &n4 -te~
c:U.att"UI\IUo:2 U.ne•>. Incl.udeJI <:CIIIDil41cat1oe.e a~e. c1C!!!IO of pipe~~ c.nct ~t with
clto ~'=0'<1'-DU. IDcl~•• an upgx'aded rob•ata ticm azul at:iliti- to becSdown C•l.7
~t:iaa.
Coes~ct a gate at: tho b9ddown araa to ~uda app~t:ely 12 . 5 aecea of
lAm<l ac:IZI&id.tiOG.

'l'ha C·l.'7 b~owo cga•t:ructioa Will conatruct or z:enovate a&JVeral
faallit:!os aDd c!C!I!01iab aame Bltiat.ing £Ul au.bataada..""d facill':S..s end pa-nte. The
exiDUns roactway will nae<1 to be raloc:a1:et.l to aeeo=:socleta tl:WI coutnct.ioa. lh
ad<Ut:ton, ~ba, ..SOquat:o ligbt:i.Dg, aDd p~ ctrat~o 1l~ to ba bc:llldod.. Tlao
eJ.e<:tl'ica1, wat•~ liiDil gas :l.lnea :om under cuttent roadway IUI4 wUl need to ~· reloc:ata<:t.
~iza to utf.Utiea az:e nec64a&q ~o ec:-wleta the C-17 b-ad~.
c:t!RJUI3n' SXTUAnOlll:

lb:ist:iug roadw.ya ara i!l locat:ioc of s.S.te of n - c:cmetn:.ct.lon
Required trafflc f l - ~ ¥eM~ ace...au.us.t:y wt.U ba illpaired
~DOt ~ele l:o aupport: C-17 Jld.nLQQ n;uirOIMZlte . A&!itic;oaally, ~~- t &eilitiaa a:Dd
~rov1!lllelltlt vtU be witbr::lut a~equata J.a£r.utructura tc ~rt tba ntrW <:-17
requd.r-U. Uti.lit:iaa will ~ to be roloaat:ed/"PSJrMod io wpport of the boddo~~a
atto. 11! DeW 9ata ia not coastruc:ted, dt-.la)'1J at eoa.~t:loc eito ·lA roc.a i,...ng
-~uiala required f o r ccmatrneuon will oc:cw;, z:aaW.tiDQ' in tha -t1111aion or
c~atructiao t:im811nee ~eh eould aff~t ai~cra£t dalivary achad~la.
.

IMPAC1' U

110'1' PROVIDED:

and 11111tsr: btl raloeat..s.

l

•.

~rr%0NAL:

Thia p~o,eat .eeta the crit~ia/ecape opecifiad in Air rO~e• Handboo~ l2l084 •ra~ility Re~r. .o~t•." A pcaliaiuary analyaie of reasonable aptianft for
/aeCCII!pli.a!l.i.D!J th.l.a prcje.et (st.t:tu~ quo, .ranovec.ion, upg::-aa/raoval,
oonstructtan.
l~IJ~) W'4S dcma. rt i.nl!icateiJ the~ b oaly one option tbat will
operational
r~i,;........,ta. ll«::lwoe ol! thU, e £\Ul tKOI:lomic analyai.e wan DOt perfa.r:w~d. A ca:t1.ficate
o.f exceptiaD haa be- prep&ra4. BASS cnrl:L I!IIIGINl!EJtJ Lt Col. l>at:rtcl: J J;l:lli!:h, ('70 7 )

-·t=-

~24-2492.

JOINT tl51r a:JI.TI:P!CA'n~: this ie an inatoUlaticn ut:ility/inf:raat=c:t;ure project, Uld
does oat qual.ifr !o~ 'oint uae ott thia loc;at1.on. ~. aU. ti!D&Ilta 01'l tht.a
iNII:allation era btl:laU.ted by th:ia projoct:.

00 FOaM 1391,
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Previoua

ad.l.l:io~

cro oboolote.

1.~

(coaputu gana:;atecU

AIR PORC%

s.

1"BOQRAK m.EMZN1'

6. CADOORY CODB

u.uo

851·1&1

7 , PROJBC't mmBBll

8. PEOJBC'L' COST IS 00 0 l

u ••••

XDM'0430l..2

1 2. IIUPPLB:IIIIB:M'1'a DA'l'Ae

a.

bt!~to&

(1)

su~:
C~>

{b)

• (e)
•

Pedip l)at:as

(d)
Ce}

(f)

.Date Delign .!t..::tsd
l'~tdc: Coet letim&tca ued t.o deve.top coat•
Pere4ftt Coap1ote a. of 01 ~ 2004
Zl&te JS\ DeaS.gnod
Date ~8J.gn Coap.leta
l!:Dergy S~J'/Z:.ife•Cycl& an&.lysie •nu:/vi1l b e pertoa~Qd

01-M&.R·Ol

n:s
1S\
l.S- SEP-03
30-Rl'•O(
~

(::1) 8U:l81
(&}

st-dard or

Dol~:ive

NO

»eeign -

(b} Mh- e Deaign W11a ftl:lflt Rec:antl,y tl'aed (3)

Total. Coat (e ) • (a) • (b ) or (Q • t•l :
(e ) P:r:oducUOQ of J'latla and Spectfic:lltiOillll
C~) ~ Otber Dedl%D cesu
(e) Total

CSOOO)

771
385
1,156

(d) Contract

'Gl
193

(al ln·hOI:lee

ot
CS) CO!UitruC:ticm S~l:

•

Indic~teo

~c

OS .11J.t

co.pletion of Proj.ct DafiAition vitb

Para=e~te

COat

aeti=&ta

which io c~srable to traditional lS\ deeign to vuaure valid scope,
coot and exaout&bility.

b. Squi=ent aNod.atod vi!:h
'R/A.

DD PORK 1..391 , DEC 76

t:M~r
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app~Utioca:
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No.

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FOR CE
HEADQUARTERS AIR MOBILITY COMMAND (AMC)

11 JUL 2003
MEMORANDUM FOR HQ U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS/CERE-M-D
441 G Street, NW
Washington DC 20314-1000
FROM: HQ AMC/CEP
507 Symington Drive
Scott AFB IL 62225-5022
SUBJECT: Request for Fair Market Value Appraisal to Acquire Land for a Gatebouse, Road, and
· Utilities at Travis AFB CA
1. Please direct the Sacramento District Corps to prepare a real estate appraisal to support the acquisition
of 12.5 acres of land for construction of a new gatehouse and associated utilities at Travis AFB CA. Tnis
will be a fee acquisition. Request letter from the 60 CES/CD is at attachment 1. Also, please direct the
Sacramento District Corps to discontinue persuing the five-acre quantity distance (QD) easement
(Tract 611E) in this same area.

2. This project is part ofthe C-17 military construction (MILCON) beddown at Travis AFB. Fee
acquisition is necessary to ensure the south gate construction is out of the QD explosive zone. A
DD Form 1391 is provided at attachment 2. This property is located off of Travis proper, west ofthe
Suisun Gate, south of Scandia Road and consists of approximately 12.5 acres, which is at attachment 3.
The current owners are Mr. & Mrs. Billy Maher. Property information is at attachment 4.
3. Also, this appraisal is to be funded though AFRPA. Approval for this appraisal, by e-mail, is at
attachment 5. For any funding over and above the appraisal, please contact our POC for a fund cite.
4. If the members of your staff have any questions, please have them contact our POC, Deb Kehrer,
(618) 229-0777, e-mail address, debra.kehrer@scott.afmil.

L~ETHERID~~
Deputy Chief, Planning and Programming Division
Directorate of Civil Engineering
Attachments:
I. 60 CES/CD Memo, 24 Mar 03
2. DD Form 1391
3. Map

4. Property Information
5. AFRPA Approval
cc:
60 CES/CERR
Corps of Engineers, Sacramento District

.DEPARTMENT OF Tiffi AIR FORCE
60TII CIVIL ENGINEER SQUADRON (AMC)

MEMORANDUM FOR HQ AMC/CEP
ATfN: J. Deckard
507 Symington Drive
Scott AFB IL

MAR 2 4 2003

62225~5022

FROM: 60 CES/CD
191 W Street
Travis AFB CA 94535
SUBJECT: Request for Appraisal
1. Request your office direct the Sacramento Corps ofEngineers to complete an appraisal on
approximately 12.5 acres ofland as shoVt'll on the attached map. The map has a scale of l -inch
equals 100 feet.
2. The acquisition of this property is needed as part of the C-17 program at Travis AFB. Areas
of concern regarding QD zones, force protection and fence setback have been considered and
incorporated. The new gatebouse and BITC facilities will be located outside of any QD zones.

..

Attachment:
Area Map

AMC- - GLOBAL REACH FOR AMERICA

l . COMPONENT

FY 2005

MILIT~Y

AIR FORCE
3. INSTALLATION AND LOCATION

4 • PROJECT TITLE

TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA

C-17 UTILITIES/ROAD

5. PROGRAM ELEMENT

6.

41130

CATEGORY COD:E

7. PROJECT

NUMBER

COST

7,700

ESTIMATES
iu tM

PACIL~TIES/UTILITIES/ROADS

LS

SOUTH GATE IMPROVEMENTS

LS

I

LP

WATER

6,200
1,948

231

(

450)

4,200

43

(

181)

I

SEWER

LS
LP

COMMUNICATIONS

LP

5,900

SY

49,625

PAVEMENTS

I

l>lOBILIZATION
DEMOLITION

ACQUISITION (12 .5 ACRES)

2, 786)

{

NATURAL GAS

SUPPORTING FACILITIES

COST

UNIT

II

I I
I LP I

ELECTRICAL

~

DATE

8 . PROJECT COST ($000)

XDAT0430l2

851-147
9.

C-17

l2.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA

(computer generated}

(

4,200

10)

(

210)

(

578)

1 , 985)

(

375

LS

(

50)

LS

(

10)
315)

LS

(

SUBTOTAL

6,575
( 10 . 0%)

CONTINGENCY

657

TOTAL CONTRACT COST
~ERVISION,

7, 232

INSPECTION AND OVERHEAD

( 6.0 %)

434

TOTJI.L REQUEST

7,666

TOTAL REQUEST (ROUNDED)

7,700

10. Description of Proposed Construction:
approximately 12.5 acres land a cquisition.
ll. REQUIREMENT I
PROJECT:

ADEQUATE:

Construct gate at beddown ar ea, including
Any other work associated with project.
SOBSTAND1o_!U> :

C- 17 roads and utilities. (New Mission)

Adequate roadways and traffic control to p e rmit safe and efficient traffic
flow through the base to support the increased traffic flow of heavy construction
equipment associated with the C-17 beddown. Adequate ro~dways include curbing, storm
drainage and roadway lighting. Adequate utilities (electrical, gas, and water
distribution lines) • Includes communications support, demo of pipes and pavement with
site improvements . Includes update sub-station, utilities and environmental to beddown
!acilities. Construct a gate at the beddown a =ea to include approximately 12.5 acr es of
land a cquisition. Repair roads after construction.
REQtr.I:RBMENT :

CURRENT SI~TION :
The C- 17 beddown construction will construct or renovate several
facil ities and demolish some existing and subs tandard facilities and pavements . The
existing roadway will need to be relocated to a ccommodate this construction. In
addition, curbs, adequate lighting, and proper drainage need to be included. The
electrical, water and gas lines run under current roadway and will need to be rel ocated.
Repairs to utilities a:e necessary to complete the C-17 beddown.

IMPACT IF NO'l' PROVIDED: Existing roadways are in location of site of new conat--uction
and must be relocated. Required traffic flow and vehicle accessibility will be impaired

DD FORM 1391, PEC 76

Pr evious editions are obsolete .
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1. COMPONENT

FY 2005 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA
(COJDpUter genoratad}

AIR FORCE
3. INSTALLA."''ON AND LOCATION
l'AAVIS A!R ?ORCB BASE, CALI"?OR.Ii!A
5. PROGRAM

~

41130

6. CATEGORY CODE

851-147

I'.

, 4. PROJECT TITLE

C-17 v:=z.:r'!'!3S/ROAO
PROJECT NUMBER
XDAT043012

8 . .?ROJECT COST ($000}
7 I 100

or not available to support C-17 mission requirements. Additionally, new !acilities and
i.mp.r ove=ents will be without adequate infrastructure and to support tho r.a..· C- 17
r equirements. Utilities rill need to b4t relocated/upgraded in support of the bedd.own
site. If new gate is not constructed, delays at construction site in receiving
materia ls ::equired for construction will occur, resulting in the extension o t
conmtruction timelines which could affect aircraft delivery schedule.
There is no criteria/scope for this project in Part !I of Military Handbook
1190, •Facility Planning and Design Guid.e . • lioweve:::, this project does mea t the
criteria/scope specified in Air Force Handbook 32-1084 •Fa cility Requiremants.• A
prelimina_~ analysis of reasonable options for acc~lishing tbis project (s tatus quo,
renovation, upgrade/removal, new const...-uction, leasing) was done. It !.ndicate.s there is
only one option that will meet operational requirements. Because of this, a full
economic analysis was not perfo:med. A certificate of exception has been prepared. BASE
CIVIL ENGINEER: Lt Col Patrick J smith, (707) 424-2492.
ADDITIONAL:

~O'j.N't US.B CER'l'!PICATION1 This is an installation utility/infras truc ture proj ect, and
does not qualify for joint use at ~s location. Sowever, all tenants on this
installat ion a:e benefited by this project.
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COMPONENT

FY 2005

M!LITJL~Y

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA

2. DATE

(compute:- generated)

AIR PORCB
3. INSTALLATION .AND LOCATION

4 . PROJECT TITLE

'l:'RAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, CALI!"ORNIA

C-17 UTILITIES/ROAD

5 • PROG.RAM ELEMENT

6. CJ\l'EGORY CODE

7 • PROJECT NUMBER

851-147

XDAT043012

41130

8 • PROJECT COST ( $0 00)

7,700

12 . SUPPLEMENTAL I>ATA:

a. Estimated Design Data:
Status:

(l)

Cal Date Design Started
(b) Parametric Cost Esticates used to deve lop costs
* (c) Pezcent Complete as of 02 JAN 2004
* (d) Date 35% Designed
(e) Date De.s ign Complete
(f) Energy Study/Life-Cycle analy sis was/will be performed

01-0CT-02
YES

35\
30-DEC-02

30-JUN-03
NO

(2} Basis:

(a) Standard or Definitive Design •
(b) Where Design Was Most Recently Usee! -

NO

(3) Total Cost (c) • (a) + {b) or (d) + {e):
Cal Produc tion of Plans and Specifications
(b) All Other Design Costs

($000)
1,200
800
2,000
1,700
300

(e) Total

(d) Contract
(e) In-house
( 4)

Const....-uction Contract Aw;u:-d

03 DEC

(5) Connt..-uction Start
(6)

04 AP.R.

Construction Completion

06 JON

* Indicates completion of Project Definition with Parametric Cost Estimate
which is comparable to eaditio:-:al. 35\ design to ensure valid scope,

cost and

exec~tability.

b. Equipment associated with thio project provided fro3 other appropriations:
N/A
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